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For the economy to function at all in 2020, broadband is
a must.
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his month, Broadband
Communities holds its firstever virtual Summit – a safer
alternative to an in-person conference
but with the same insightful speakers,
cutting-edge content, industry-leading
exhibitors and networking opportunities.
We’re excited to offer a show on a virtual
platform, and we think you’ll enjoy it.
Still, there’s no denying that it’s different.
And challenging.
The same can be said of distance
learning, virtual doctor visits, telework,
and livestreamed weddings, not
to mention online political party
conventions. None are easy to get
used to. Would-be travelers find
“staycations” disappointing. “Zoom
fatigue” and similar phrases entered
the vocabulary for the first time this
summer. Teachers scramble to keep
students engaged while they study from
home. Parents are whipsawed between
concerns for their children’s physical
safety and their mental health. Athletes
and their fans, including the president,
are distraught about the cancellation of
sports seasons.
As disorienting as the shift to a
virtual world is, and as hard as adapting
to new realities may be, those who have
the option to do so are fortunate. People
without adequate – or any – broadband
are less able to keep themselves safe and
less likely to remain employed (see the
article on p. 48). If they lose their jobs,
they have a harder time applying for
unemployment benefits and new jobs.
If they lose their housing, they have
a harder time finding new housing.
Staying in touch with friends and family,
especially for the at-risk population,
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becomes difficult. And visiting a library,
once a reliable backup for those without
computers or internet access, is no longer
easy: Libraries in many places have been
closed or have curtailed hours.
THE KEY TO ECONOMIC
VITALITY
One of Broadband Communities’
enduring themes – and the theme of
this issue in particular – is that robust
broadband is key to economic growth
and vitality. In this issue, we feature
a case study (p. 44) of a business
that enhanced its performance, even
during the pandemic, by upgrading
to fiber connectivity. There’s a story
(p. 42) about a network that supports
businesses and government offices in
rural Indiana, enabling small towns
to participate in the global high-tech
economy, and another about gigabit
communities implementing smartcity applications (p. 38). Broadband
economist Michael Curri introduces a
model (p. 22) to attract private capital to
community networks by allowing them
to proactively drive – and benefit from
– economic development. And editorat-large Steve Ross presents evidence (p.
28) suggesting that better broadband
could put a dent in child poverty.
This year, however, broadband is
doing more than boosting the economy.
It’s keeping us all alive and functioning.
See you at the virtual Summit! v

masha@bbcmag.com
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BANDWIDTH HAWK

Broadband for Everyone Means
Higher Earnings Nationwide
Expanding broadband access and consumer cost-reduction subsidies is a
cost-effective way to reduce child poverty. In fact, it can easily pay for itself.
By Steven S. Ross / Broadband Communities

I

n this issue (see p. 28), I explore the relationship between
child poverty and lack of broadband access. Counties in
the bottom half of Broadband Communities’ broadband
rankings have 4 to 5 percentage points higher poverty rates
and 2 percentage points lower high school graduation rates
than those in the top half. That translates to about 3 million
more children in poverty at any one time and almost 100,000
fewer high school graduates annually.
In rural counties, the issue often is lack of any broadband
access. In urban counties, the issue is more about price than
availability. For hard-pressed parents, housing, food and
clothing must come before broadband. That’s especially so
in urban areas, where housing often requires more than half
of family income. The motivation is different for society;
100,000 adults earning $50,000 annually add $5 billion to
the nation’s economy. Without a high school diploma,
those adults add half that figure. Over a 30- to 40-year
working lifetime, the difference to the economy is close to
a trillion dollars.
Put another way, a small part of the annual $2.5
billion in new national income from each annual cohort of
graduates easily amortizes construction of $200 billion in
new broadband deployments – enough to bring broadband
to everyone. It would be fiber for most of the 15 million
premises that lack access now, with maybe 2 million deeprural households served by low-Earth-orbit satellites.
Broadband is not a poverty cure, but it is part of the cure.
It is also relatively easy to implement – a rare example of
helping solve a problem by throwing money at it. In the long
term, this helps reduce the nation’s poverty rate by perhaps
10 to 20 percent. It reduces stress and increases hope for the
poverty-stricken, and as COVID-19 lockdowns demonstrate,
it would make the economy more resilient. Paying upfront
to make people more productive is also less expensive than
subsidizing them later.
If the child poverty indicators for each state equaled those
for the county in that state best served by broadband, there
would be 3.5 million fewer food-insecure children, 130,000
fewer babies born annually to adolescents, and 15,000 fewer
child deaths. According to a report from the nonprofit
organization Save the Children,
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• The number of children struggling with hunger
would fall by a quarter (26 percent). In California,
there would be 470,000 fewer hungry children and in
Texas, 460,000 fewer. Child food insecurity would drop
by 35 percent in Michigan, North Dakota and West
Virginia. It would drop 36 percent in Kentucky, 37
percent in Tennessee and 41 percent in Virginia.
• The number of babies born to teenagers would be
reduced by more than 70 percent. In Texas, there
would be 19,000 fewer each year and in California, 11,000
fewer. Eliminating inequities in Maryland, New Jersey
and Wisconsin would lead to 85 percent fewer teen births.
The reduction would be 88 percent in Georgia and 94
percent in Virginia.
• More than two of every five child deaths (44
percent) would be prevented. Some of the greatest
gains would be made in Georgia, Iowa, Missouri, Rhode
Island and Tennessee, where death rates of children under
age 18 would fall by 60 percent or more. Closing survival
gaps would mean 1,400 fewer deaths per year in Texas and
1,700 fewer deaths in California.
Broadband Communities’ conclusions are rough
estimates. There is no firm data on the number of children
in rural premises that lack access. We know that at least 2
million premises (and possibly far more) with schoolchildren
are benefiting from free broadband access during COVID-19.
We also know the FCC is reforming its data system, but
the reform is aimed at premises, not people. We know that
immediate food and shelter needs eclipse broadband needs.
But we also know that major carriers have become major
content providers, and that the unregulated content business
will be more profitable with more connected customers.
We know that states have begun loosening restrictions on
public deployments and adding their own funds to subsidize
public and private deployments. Congressional staffers are
aiming at substantial new subsidies for student access and for
new deployments.
It’s time for the federal government to do more, and there
are bills in Congress to do just that. Save the children. v
The Hawk can be reached at steve@bbcmag.com.
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I Feel Your Pain,
Mr. Property Owner
Service providers need to provide their MDU customers with a power statement that
addresses their unique pain points.
By Bryan J. Rader / UpStream Network

A

recent book on business development suggested
that every sales organization must have a strong
“power statement.” This is a one- to two-sentence
intro or pitch about why a prospective customer should select
the company.
Most salespeople walk into potential customers’
conference rooms with PowerPoint presentations and webinarstyle overheads. They jump into how big their organization
is, how much experience the team has, and how cool the
headquarters office looks on a page of the company brochure.
Over the years, I have sat through a lot of these exhausting
meetings. Stories abound about how a company launched its
business or how many awards it won. At least some meetings
provide food!
Now that I am back on the other side of the table giving
these presentations, I’ve been able to take a better view of
what makes these meetings most effective.
BUILDING A HEADLINE-GRABBER
Mike Weinberg, a national sales guru, says it is all in the
power statement: stop pitching your experience, your
engineering skills or your 40-seat call center.
His view is that a sales organization must focus on building
a “headline-grabber” specifically geared to a client’s needs,
not an old-school arsenal of bios and management company
profiles. He wants sales organizations to focus on customers’
“pain points” in delivering the message.
After all, if a company isn’t focused on solving a potential
client’s problems, why is it even in the room to pitch for
the business?
UNDERSTANDING PAIN POINTS
Broadband providers spend so much time talking about
speeds, length of agreements and rate increases. But none of
these get to the heart of clients’ pain points.
So, what are pain points?
I asked my team this question the other day. I said,
“Describe to me the pain points you see or experience every
day when talking to potential property owners about bulk
internet. What issues do they face today?”
8
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There were some of the usual comments about poor
performance from the local cable provider. “Explain it to me,”
I said. “Well, they say residents struggle to access Netflix on
their iPads when they sit out on the balcony.” Hmmm, good
pain point. What else?
“They can’t stand opening their monthly bill,” another
person suggested. Yes, that’s a good one, but what is the pain?
Extra fees, surprise fees, junk fees and more fees. And it seems
to change every month. Great pain point!
Anything else? “The property manager doesn’t know
whom to call when something’s not right, if they miss an
appointment for a new move-in, if there’s an exposed wire
on the property or if there’s a slow-service issue.” More good
ones! We are getting good at diagnosing our customers’ pains.
I then asked a few large property owners about their
pain points. The answers went further. “We need a solution
that supports all these new mobile devices. We need Wi-Fi
coverage for the entire community and our common areas.
We need ways to engage our residents with more smart-home
apps – and a network to support them.” And “we need better
cell phone service inside our building!”
This is great! These are excellent pain points, and they are
all part of the presentation about how to elevate the quality of
service offered to residents. I’m sure you’ve created your own
list of pain points, too.
This all leads to a real power statement for the broadband
industry to build the right message for future customers to
solve these challenges in their businesses. I suggest tailoring
power statements to the specific types of customers, too –
high-end, affordable housing and more.
I strongly encourage broadband providers to create their
own power statements to overcome the pain points of their
MDU customers. I’m sure providers can “feel their pain” of
sitting through otherwise senseless PowerPoint slides with
résumés and office-building photos. v
Bryan J. Rader is the president of UpStream Network, a
broadband provider (formerly Access Media 3). Reach him at
brader@upstream.network or by phone at 314-540-1114.
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CONNECTIVITY MATTERS

Broadband for All Echoes Universal
Telephone Service
Many strategies used to promote universal telephone service are in use to expand
broadband access today, but one needs a few tweaks.
By Trevor Jones / OTELCO

I

f you follow this column, you know I support community
broadband, but I also encourage rural communities to
work with existing providers. There are two central reasons
for this. First, the structures that created local providers have
been successful at delivering universal connectivity before.
Second, leveraging infrastructure already in place is always
more cost-effective than building from scratch.
U.S. telecommunications infrastructure delivered
universal telephone service to 90 percent of the country’s
population by the 1960s, eventually exceeding 95 percent.
Like broadband, telephone in the early 20th century had large
gaps in coverage in rural areas. AT&T, commonly called “Ma
Bell,” couldn’t justify the investment to serve these areas. To
connect rural communities, several strategies were employed.
• In some communities, independent telephone companies
formed. These private businesses filled in coverage gaps
where they could make adequate returns, even if they
weren’t enough for the big companies.
• In the most rural areas, farmers formed cooperatives to
construct telephone networks owned by the people who
used them. Returns were not the goal of cooperatives.
Keeping towns connected was.
• In the remaining areas, Ma Bell eventually was obligated
to serve. Among the tools used to make this work was cost
averaging. Profits from larger, denser populations were
used to cover the high costs of rural service. Subsidies
also were employed, including the Universal Service Fund
(USF), a federal program administered by the FCC and
funded by an assessment on interstate telephone calls.
• Last, telephone companies were granted protection from
competition to ensure that they could earn returns on
investment. These returns were limited by regulations
from both the FCC and state utilities commissions
controlling rates and business rules.
10
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INDEPENDENTS, COOPERATIVES ENHANCE
BROADBAND
If any of this sounds familiar, it’s probably because many of
these constructs are in use in the early-21st century push for
broadband access.
• Small, independent, for-profit companies are springing up
to build broadband networks in areas where incumbents
have not. Some, such as OTELCO, are the same
independent telephone companies that contributed to
rural telephone service; others are completely new.
• Cooperatives once again are bringing their unique focus
on member service to help connect the most rural areas.
• The FCC repurposed the USF’s high-cost program to
support universal broadband rather than telephone service,
though it is still funded by an assessment on interstate
telephone calls.
What the industry has not yet seen is a mandate for cost
averaging or a requirement that large companies provide
rural broadband service, nor the formal protection from
competition that went along with that.
COMPETITIVE COST CHALLENGES
I’m not arguing for protection from competition, and the
truth is that it probably isn’t necessary. Over the past 25 years,
telephone and cable TV service increasingly have become less
regulated, and most protections from competition have been
stripped away.
Why, then, have more competitors not risen up? Why are
some rural towns still connected only by a telephone company
or, if they’re lucky, a telephone company and a cable company?
It all comes down to the cost of entry. These networks are
not just expensive to build but also extremely expensive to
operate. Once a network exists in a small town, it becomes
very difficult to justify building a second or third. The returns
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• Get rid of the 10-year term.
There seems to be a belief that the
need for subsidy is tied exclusively
to construction, but in reality the
operating cost per mile is as big
a concern in rural areas as the
construction cost. When the subsidy
goes away in 10 years, most rural
telcos will lose money, so why should
they make a commitment to invest
in an uncertain future? To ensure
that a future-proof network is built,
don’t put a time limit on the subsidy,
but be very clear that the definition
of broadband will increase over time,
and tie continued receipt of funds to
adherence to the future broadband
definition. That will incentivize
carriers to build future-proof
networks now and get more speed to
customers faster.

aren’t adequate to support duplicating
the investment, and, as a result,
competition in rural markets will
probably always be limited.
Some communities have tried to
introduce competition with openaccess networks: A town or its utility
owns the fiber cables and leases access
on that network to ISPs that wish to
compete for service. It’s a noble attempt
to introduce competition to the market
to provide internet service, but there is
still limited competition for the lines
into homes. The owner of the lines
still bears most of the costs for internet
service and ultimately will have the
biggest impact on the quality, reliability
and price of service.
IMPROVING POLICIES TO
GET MORE FROM HIGHCOST SUPPORT
Given that the structures already exist
to get broadband everywhere, why has
more progress not been made?
The answer is simply that the policies
used to administer CAF – and, in the
future, RDOF – are poorly designed.
With some modifications, they can be
better. Here are a few examples.

rural providers to invest too deeply in
infrastructure. Given that providers
won’t make money in rural markets
without the subsidy, if they want to
continue receiving those funds beyond
the 10-year term, the best fiscal
decision is to make the minimum
investment now, and wait for the FCC
to change the definition and give
providers a fresh 10-year clock.
Rural providers can get broadband
to all of their subscribers, just as they
did with telephone service. All it takes
is a support system that makes sense
and is designed correctly to achieve the
long-term goal.v
Trevor Jones is vice president of
marketing, sales and customer service
for OTELCO, which owns independent
telephone companies in seven states
and partners with several community
networks in Massachusetts. Contact him
at trevor.jones@otelco.com.

When combined, the 25/3 Mbps
broadband definition and the 10year limit create a disincentive for

• Define broadband in a way that
triggers meaningful change.
This one should be obvious. If you
want next-generation networks to be
built, set a hurdle that cannot be met
with DSL. 100 Mbps symmetrical
would be my preference, but even 50
Mbps upload speeds would put DSL
out of the running and be a struggle
for cable.
• Change the funding source.
CAF and RDOF, like earlier highcost support programs, are funded
by interstate phone calls. The
problem is that charges for interstate
phone calls have been declining
for many years, and increasing the
USF surcharge rate to stabilize the
fund only accelerates that process.
A broadband subsidy should be
funded by surcharges on broadband
service, not on phone calls. This
would provide a growing revenue
stream that would give the FCC
more money to make more progress.
AUGUST/ SEPT EM BER 2020
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Telecommuting From the Slopes:
Roam at Winter Park, Colorado
Roam at Winter Park, Colorado, hopes to draw outdoor enthusiasts with its access to
the Fraser River, skiing, open space and fiber-based broadband. Broadband Communities
thanks Chip Besse, managing partner at the Fraser River Land Company, and
CenturyLink for help gathering information for this profile.
By Sean Buckley / Broadband Communities

R

oam, a 171-acre development in Winter Park,
Colorado, is designed to appeal to avid skiers, bikers
and hikers – and to telecommuters who need fiberbased broadband. In the COVID-19 era, the development
is perfectly positioned to attract people defecting from cities
who work from home and desire the outdoor space, fresh air
and ample outdoor activities the mountain town offers.
Roam originally was a 10-acre family business with just
a few tourist cabins, but it has a big expansion planned.
“Historically, the property was more of a dude ranch,” says
Chip Besse, managing partner at the Fraser River Land
Company. “We got permission in March 2018 to build a
1,100-unit housing development, 80,000 square feet of
commercial space and a 400-room hotel.”
Roam’s location in the Fraser River Valley is a dream for
outdoor enthusiasts. It offers access to the Fraser River, the
Winter Park Resort ski area, the Fraser River Bike Trail and
the Arapaho National Forest. “The town is putting a paved
access trail right through the middle of the property, which
will connect to Winter Park’s ski area,” Besse says.
Residents will be drawn not only by the abundance
of outdoor activities but also by the Fraser River Land
Company’s dedication to preserving the environmental
sustainability of the area. Environmentally friendly features
will be built into Roam’s homes, which will feature layout and
design elements specific to individual sites. An integral part
of the Roam development is a focus on the protection and
revitalization of the Fraser River and its wetlands.
Open space for residents is another major Roam amenity.
12
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“As developers, we’re leaving 65 percent of the community for
open space,” Besse says.
FILLING IN BROADBAND GAPS
Residents who purchase Roam homes will be able to access
CenturyLink’s 1 Gbps fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) service.
Besse says internet service where Roam is located historically
was “spotty.”
One advantage was that CenturyLink already had a
building on the property. The telco saw the opportunity to
connect the homes in the development as another way to
overcome broadband customer churn.
“Because it already has the fiber running through
here, I told CenturyLink it should run a special 1 Gbps
program, and we would incorporate [CenturyLink] into our
development plans,” Besse says. “CenturyLink perked up and
thought it could regain market share in the valley.”
CenturyLink had a plan to bring fiber into individual
residences to guarantee faster internet than what other
providers could offer. “It’s a flagship project for CenturyLink
and for us,” Besse says.
The telco has struggled with broadband losses, particularly
where it offers only low-speed DSL today. During the
first quarter of 2020, CenturyLink lost 11,000 broadband
subscribers. (It lost 71,000 customers who were on either 20
Mbps or 20 to 99 Mbps but added 60,000 subscribers who
opted for speeds of 100 Mbps and higher.)
Jeff Storey, CEO of CenturyLink, said during the telco’s
first-quarter earnings call that “as work from home began
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to ramp up, we saw an immediate
increase in new orders and requests for
speed upgrades.”
Roam is just one of several areas
where CenturyLink is expanding its
FTTH footprint. For instance, it
recently connected 14,000 homes and
businesses in Boulder, Colorado, with
fiber. In 2019, it expanded its fiber
network to reach an estimated 300,000
additional homes and small businesses.
CenturyLink lit FTTH service in parts
of Spokane, Washington, and Tucson,
Arizona. This year, CenturyLink
will build out its fiber network to
an additional 400,000 homes and
small businesses in Denver; Omaha,
Nebraska; Phoenix; Portland, Oregon;
Salt Lake City; Spokane, Washington;
and Springfield, Missouri.
“We want to invest in fiber where
we can afford to do so, and wherever
we invest in fiber, we grow and we drive
penetration out,” Storey said.
ADDRESSING COVID-19
CONCERNS
Fiber-based broadband at Roam also
will be a significant draw for residents
who now work remotely because of
the COVID-19 pandemic. A necessity
for such workers is the availability of
reliable, fast broadband.
The Pew Research Center estimates
that three-quarters of U.S. adults can
access high-speed broadband internet
service at home, up from just 1 percent
in 2000. However, many rural areas
and about 14 percent of households
in urban areas still lack sufficient
broadband access.
Regardless, Pew reports, the share of
employees who work from home “may
increase for good as workplaces adapt
to the post-COVID-19 environment.”
Besse says that his firm is seeing
more residents move into areas similar to
the Roam location. “With COVID, we
have seen a lot of people start pushing
to move to the mountains and get out of
the city,” he says. “These people want to
work remotely, and this is a great place
to do that.”

Residents who purchase Roam homes will be able to access CenturyLink’s 1 Gbps fiber-to-thehome service.

Winter Park. Approximately 65
percent of the land will be preserved
for open space.
Demographics: Active recreationalists,
primarily ages 35–65 with a
household income of $450,000.

PROPERTY OF THE MONTH HIGHLIGHTS
~ Roam at Winter Park, Colorado ~
•
•

VITAL STATISTICS
Property Description: Property
includes 171 acres in downtown
AUGUST/ SEPT EM BER 2020

The proximity of Winter Park
to Denver is attractive to people
who don’t want to contend with
the congestion of Interstate 70 ski
traffic. USA Today rated Winter
Park the No. 1 ski resort in North
America the last two years in a row.

•

|

New 171-acre development is a flagship project for CenturyLink and the
developer.
1 Gbps service to each unit lets skiers, bikers and hikers telecommute
from the mountains.
CenturyLink ON access control service gives residents instant internet
connections.
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PROPERTY OF THE MONTH
Greenfield or retrofit? Greenfield
Number of units: When the buildout
is complete, the development
will have 1,100 housing units
and 80,000 square feet of
commercial space.
Style: Mix of mid-rise condos,
townhomes, duplexes and singlefamily homes priced from $550,000
to $1.5 million
Time to deploy: The development
will be completed over the next
several years.
Date services will start being
delivered: December 2020, when
occupancy begins
SERVICES
Each builder of residential and
commercial products at Roam will
determine home technology solutions
and wiring independently.
Services offered or planned on the
network: Up to 1 Gbps fiber-based
broadband services into each unit/
home with CenturyLink ON.
Residents will use the FTTH
network service to access streaming
video services of their choice.
In addition, CenturyLink will
offer VoIP or TDM-based voice
and its CenturyLink ON access
control service.
Do additional service providers
operate separate broadband

networks on the same property?
No. CenturyLink is the only
telecom provider installing in
the development.

help to attract residents, retain
residents, increase property
values, etc.: The Fraser River
Land Company believes the
communications infrastructure
will attract more remote workers,
remote executives, and buyers
interested in making the transition
to working remotely and require
the infrastructure to support it.
Broadband infrastructure supports
progress for the town and aligns
with the Fraser River Land
Company’s aim of marketing to
potential residents who will make
a positive, long-term impact on the
town of Winter Park.

Is the point of contact for resident
technical support the property
manager, the service provider or
a third party? CenturyLink is the
contact for residential technical
support, but a dedicated outside
sales rep will answer questions and
address concerns.
BUSINESS
Which parts of the network are
owned by the service provider,
and which parts are owned by
the property owner? CenturyLink
owns the entire fiber network up
to the internal optical network
terminal (ONT) in each home/unit.

TECHNOLOGY
CenturyLink is deploying a
GPON-based fiber-to-the-unit
broadband architecture.

Is there a marketing agreement with
the property owner? Yes

Where are ONTs placed? Media panels
are placed in each unit/home.

If yes, is it exclusive or nonexclusive?
It is an exclusive agreement.

Methods for running cables between
buildings, vertically within
buildings, and horizontally within
buildings: This will be determined
by independent builders/engineers
as they plan for residential and
commercial products.

How do the service provider and
owner work together to market the
services? A dedicated CenturyLink
rep is assigned to train sales teams
associated with different builders.
Roam will market the services
throughout the pre-sale process and
will include service marketing in
new owner packages sent to buyers
upon closing.

LESSONS LEARNED
What was the biggest challenge? The
biggest challenge so far was getting
everything lined up and approved to
develop the property.

Any evidence that the network will

What was the biggest success?
The biggest success was establishing
a connection with the town,
which helped secure approvals.
CenturyLink was essential to
that process.
What should other owners consider
before they begin similar
deployments? Get started well in
advance of putting infrastructure in
the ground. Starting the planning
process a year in advance allows all
agencies to be on the same page. v
Sean Buckley is the executive editor of
Broadband Communities. He can be
reached at sean@bbcmag.com.

A map of the new Roam development in Winter Park, Colorado
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One network.
Endless possibilities.
Gig-enabled Wi-Fi & live streaming TV.
Instantly available, property-wide.
Discover new revenue streams.
Monetize a community-wide internet and entertainment
solution and increase your net operating income.
Connect your smart community.
DISH Fiber not only connects residents and staff but it also serves
as a foundation for property-managed smart devices like keyless
access and smart thermostats. These upgrades help increase
operational efficiencies and attract new residents.
Rely on one trusted nationwide provider.
Experience the ease of having one solution, one contract for all
your properties and one dedicated Account Manager for whiteglove support. DISH Fiber support includes remote monitoring
and built-in redundancies so your residents will never skip a beat.

Learn more at dish.com/fiber

FTTH DEPLOYMENT

ACE Fiber Takes on Mississippi’s
Glaring Broadband Gap with
Multi-Gig FTTH
ACE collaborates with other co-ops, confronting cost and culture challenges and
providing broadband to more residents in Alcorn County.
By Sean Buckley / Broadband Communities

A

lcorn County Electric Power
Association (ACE) holds a unique status
in the electric cooperative segment: It is
the first rural electric cooperative formed in the
United States. The Corinth, Mississippi, co-op
was a product of President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt’s Rural Electrification Act and the
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) Act in 1934.
Now, through its fiber subsidiary, ACE Fiber,
ACE will be the first electric cooperative in the
region to offer multi-gigabit services.
By leveraging ADTRAN’s XGS-PON
technology, ACE Fiber can deliver up to 10G
service across its entire footprint.
Specifically, ACE Fiber will offer three main
packages to consumers: 200 Mbps for $59 per
month, 1 Gbps for $79 per month, and 2 Gbps
for $99 per month. Customers can bundle the
data services with managed Wi-Fi and phone.
ACE Fiber will offer businesses the same
tiers, but the 2 Gbps tier requires a two-year
contract and the 1 Gbps and 200 Mbps plans
do not. ACE Fiber asks businesses to contact it
for pricing.
With more than 18,500 meters on its
electric network, ACE Fiber will be able to
simultaneously support residential broadband
and lucrative enterprise opportunities.
“Out of the meters we serve, about 14,500
are residential,” says ACE CFO Sean McGrath.
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“We feel there are about 2,000 to 2,500 eligible
industrial customers we’re trying to take
advantage of as well.”
GLARING NEED FOR BROADBAND
Like other electric cooperatives owned by
their customers, ACE saw an opportunity
to give its rural base access to high-speed
broadband service.
Some Corinth residents can access
Comcast’s DOCSIS 3.1 cable service or AT&T
U-verse DSL, but broadband options are limited
for many rural areas of Alcorn County.
“Our county remains underserved or
unserved with broadband, and we’re trying
to help the people in those areas,” McGrath
says. “All the income generated from the fiber
subsidiary will be returned to the electric co-op.
Those dividends can be distributed to help offset
electric rates.”
Mississippi has never been a leader in
broadband access among U.S. states; it has
ranked near the bottom. However, ACE
Fiber wants to change that perception. It is
a beneficiary of the Mississippi Broadband
Enabling Act, passed in 2019. The law allows
electric cooperatives to deliver fiber-based
broadband internet access. Before passage,
the state’s electric co-ops could not provide
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ACE is a beneficiary of the Mississippi
Broadband Enabling Act, passed in 2019, which
allows electric cooperatives to deliver fiberbased broadband internet access.

broadband services. Mississippi
Governor Phil Bryant signed the
bipartisan legislation after it cleared
the state Senate unanimously and the
House 115-3.
The new law does not mandate
that electric co-ops pursue broadband
but expands their authority to do so
through affiliates that are separate from
their electric businesses. Co-ops can
install fiber on their existing utility
poles and lease it to the affiliates. Also,
an electric co-op’s fiber affiliate can
partner with an internet provider, such
as an independent telco, to deliver
broadband services.
Since the law took effect, four
co-op boards approved plans to enter
the retail broadband space, including
Alcorn County EPA, Tallahatchie
Valley EPA, Prentiss County EPA and
Tombigbee Electric Power Association.
“When we got started with
broadband, the Mississippi legislature
back in early 2019 identified a glaring
need for rural broadband,” McGrath
says. “Mississippi was very deficient
in broadband with speeds between
10–12 Mbps.”
ACE initially called its fiber

subsidiary FirstLight Fiber, but the
co-op renamed it ACE Fiber because
the name resonated better.
“We are member owned and are
part of the ACE family,” McGrath says.
“Our customers know us as ACE, so we
decided to rebrand as ACE Fiber.”
The co-op, which began deploying
FTTH in March, is now turning up
paying customers. For ACE’s network
growth plans, it relied on FiberRise to
provide the engineering, procurement
and construction management.
“It has been a light speed process,
but we feel like we were behind on a
national level,” McGrath says. “We feel
like we’re primed from an economic
development standpoint for the rest of
the nation to take note of what we’re
doing in northeastern Mississippi.”

JUMPING TO XGS-PON
Because it is entering the FTTH
industry now, ACE can bypass previous
generations of PON technology by
going to XGS-PON, which can support
10 Gbps symmetrical data transfer and
is part of the ITU-T G.987 family of
access network standards.
The standard offers ACE Fiber
disruptive economics and higher
network capacity compared with older
fiber access technologies.
ACE Fiber is leveraging ADTRAN’s
XGS-PON to offer 2G services – a
speed double the existing support of
major cable and major fiber providers in
the area.
The new broadband network will
encompass all of Alcorn County,
providing connectivity for the local
businesses, manufacturing plants,

VYING FOR WHOLE-HOME WI-FI
Any customer who signs up for ACE’s FTTH service will
get not only access to gigabit speed connections but
also whole-home Wi-Fi.
McGrath says that its move to offer whole-home
Wi-Fi with ADTRAN and Zyxel routers reflects how
consumers access internet in their homes.
“When subscribers pay for monthly internet,
they expect the internet to be wireless,” he says.
“That’s a tough proposition because of the issues
wireless presents.”
Mesh Wi-Fi or whole-home Wi-Fi systems consist
of a main router that connects directly to a customer’s
modem and a series of satellite modules, or nodes,
placed around a house for full Wi-Fi coverage. Unlike
traditional Wi-Fi routers, mesh Wi-Fi routers are all part
of a single wireless network and share the same SSID
and password.
Whole-home Wi-Fi is a concept gaining momentum
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among broadband providers. Research firm Dell’Oro
revealed in a recent report that consumer mesh routers
have grown rapidly over the last year, with 23 million
total units expected this year.
The research firm said that service providers are
“identifying when mesh routers are required by means
of delivering apps that allow new subscribers to
describe their homes, the placement of their routers,
and the types of devices throughout the home that
might require closer proximity to a mesh base station
or satellite.”
Service providers are either reselling mesh routers or
integrating mesh capabilities directly into their higherend gateways.
Dell’Oro noted that global home networking
unit shipments are expected to decline only by
1 percent in 2020, despite the disruptions caused by
the coronavirus pandemic.
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FTTH DEPLOYMENT
farms, hospitals, schools and residents.
“Our subscribers are going to reap
the benefits of the highly available,
high-speed broadband internet
connection,” McGrath says.

deploying FTTH.
Mississippi has 25 electric
cooperatives that deliver electricity to
more than 793,900 meters (more than
682,600 residential meters) and one

A COLLABORATIVE EFFORT
ACE Fiber is set on serving its own
customers, but it is keen to collaborate
with other electric cooperatives
throughout Mississippi that are

BROADBAND COVID-19 ACT PRESENTS NEW CO-OP OPPORTUNITIES
The grants and matching funds, which the Mississippi
The Mississippi Public Service Commission is teeing up
Public Service Commission says will be expended by
$150 million in grants and matching funds under the
the end of the year, represent more than $150 million in
Mississippi Electric Cooperatives Broadband COVID-19
investment in the state’s rural communities.
Act to improve broadband access in the state.
Electric cooperatives that have won grants estimate
Mississippi’s legislature created two funding
that broadband services will potentially reach more
opportunities: $65 million for electric cooperatives
than 50,000 residents, of which more than 40,000 are
and $10 million for other broadband providers. Each
deemed underserved by the FCC.
program requires providers to match grant dollars,
Today, the FCC outlines and maps underserved
resulting in a total of $150 million for broadband
and unserved census blocks, which are used to
expansion throughout the state. ACE Power received
determine whether a project is eligible. The Mississippi
a $4.9 million grant to support its ongoing initiative to
Public Service Commission staff encouraged as much
make broadband internet access available in unserved
investment as possible inside the underserved and
and underserved parts of Alcorn County.
unserved census blocks. The cooperatives that received
Other awardees include Coast Electric Power
funding will install more than 5,000 miles of fiber.
Association (Coast Electric), Delta EPA, East Mississippi
To further provide access, the public utilities staff also
EPA, Monroe County EPA, Natchez Trace EPA, North East
sought commitments from applicants to provide Wi-Fi
Mississippi EPA, and Tombigbee EPA. Collectively they
hot spots in their communities. The staff requested that
have been awarded more than $30 million to deploy
hot spots be strategically located at no cost to any user.
fiber networks.
By making broadband more
widely available, co-ops and other
PROVIDER NAME
AMOUNT AWARDED
ISPs will enable telemedicine
Telepak Networks, Inc. dba C Spire Fiber
$850,658
and telework applications.
North Lauderdale Water Association
$175,000
The Mississippi Public Service
Sebastopol Water Association
$100,000
Commission said these broadband
Uplink Internet
$150,000
services also will provide
Alcorn County Electric Power Association
$4,911,998
connectivity to students who
Coast Electric Power Association
$5,425,826
need access to online learning as
Delta Electric Power Association
$4,431,896
schools phase back into modified
Dixie Electric Power Association
$3,324,675
operation, and to people who need
East
Mississippi
Electric
Power
Association
$5,425,826
adequate broadband to receive
4-County
Electric
Power
Association
$5,425,826
necessary services or to work in a
Monroe
County
Electric
Power
Association
$3,804,101
healthy, safe environment.
Natchez Trace Electric Power Association
$3,942,547
Funding for the Mississippi
North East Mississippi Electric Power Association
$3,706,380
Electric Cooperatives Broadband
COVID-19 Act was appropriated by
Northcentral Electric Power Association
$2,486,837
the legislature as part of the CARES
Prentiss County Electric Power Association
$4,521,522
Act funding appropriated by
Tallahatchie Valley Electric Power Association
$4,080,917
Congress and signed by President
Tippah Electric Power Association
$5,425,826
Trump. The program provides
Tishomingo County Electric Power Association
$4,288,654
grants to electric cooperatives
Tombigbee Electric Power Association
$3,797,167
and other broadband providers to
Total
$66,275,658
expand high-speed internet access
throughout the state.
Recipients of the Mississippi Electric Cooperatives Broadband COVID-19 Act
18
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to take that and probably accelerate our
build with it.”

generation and transmission cooperative
(Cooperative Energy in Hattiesburg),
which distributes wholesale power to 11
electric power associations. The TVA
provides wholesale power to the other 14
electric power associations.
“There are 26 co-ops in Mississippi
and we’re friendly with all of them,”
McGrath says. “From a collaboration
standpoint, we’re helping each other
out by identifying what other people
are doing.”
He adds, “We don’t have any
partnerships with any other co-ops at
this time, but that’s a possibility down
the road.”
ACE is collaborating with other
co-ops through its membership in a
consortium to bid in the FCC’s Rural
Digital Opportunity Fund (RDOF).
Formed by FiberRise, the RDOF.com
consortium focuses on helping electric
cooperatives navigate the RDOF
application process. The RDOF will
allocate $20.4 billion to construct rural
broadband networks.
RDOF.com offers resources to help
electric cooperatives with feasibility and
business modeling as well as application
expertise. It assists cooperatives with two
stages: The first stage helps cooperatives
determine if RDOF is right for them,
and the second establishes an exclusive
partnership with a qualified consortium
focused on strategy development.
RDOF is just one of many funding
sources ACE Fiber hopes to use, but
most of the network will be built with
its own capital.
“We looked at our situation and
said we want to remain self-sufficient,”
McGrath says. “We did not want to
rely on any government funding, so
we created a business plan we felt we
could make work without the need for
government funding.”
Unlike traditional telco or cable
operators, which target specific areas
where they think they can get a high
profit for high-speed services, ACE
plans to offer 10 Gbps capability to all
its members.
“We’re going to provide up to
10 Gbps to 100 percent of our
membership regardless of whether we
get any funding,” McGrath says. “If we
can get funding in the form of RDOF
or any other grant money, we’re going
AUGUST/ SEPT EM BER 2020

the legacy electric employees and these
new fiber employees we were bringing
on board.”
Whenever new team members join
the fiber part of the company, they are
classified as co-op employees.
“We have tried to instill the idea
that we are all ACE Power employees,”
McGrath says. “We have an 86-year-old
history with our membership.”
He adds that ACE plans to leverage
and build on the relationship it has
always had on the electric side with
its customers.
“While we are a for-profit subsidiary
and broadband company, we’re going
to approach our business with the same
cooperative principles that we’ve always
had,” McGrath says. “I think that’s
what’s going to help us be successful
because we are that trusted resource.” v

CULTURAL, FINANCIAL
SHIFT
For electric co-ops such as ACE that
have spent their entire existence
delivering electricity to rural areas,
broadband brings on a new set of
responsibilities and costs.
A study commissioned by a majority
of Mississippi’s 26 co-ops estimates
it will cost $1.5 billion to deliver
broadband fiber to the home to 75
percent of members. But the cost of
deploying the network is only half the
battle. The co-op had to adjust its longstanding company culture.
ACE reached out to fellow electric
co-ops that have made similar
transitions. Some co-ops created fiber
divisions within the companies, and
others created subsidiaries.
“One of the things we struggled with
is culture within the co-op,” McGrath
says. “Now there was a division between
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RURAL BROADBAND

Rural Electric Co-op Expands
Access to Fiber Optic Network
During the Pandemic
To provide more people with broadband, Blue Ridge Mountain Electric Membership
Corporation quickly installed Wi-Fi hot spots and is launching a neighborhood program
to gauge community interest in accessing its network.
By Alex King / BRMEMC

B

lue Ridge Mountain Electric
Membership Corporation (BRMEMC),
a member-owned electric cooperative
operating in western North Carolina and
northeastern Georgia, has seen firsthand
the significant changes that COVID-19 has
caused in the daily lives of its members. Once
COVID-19 began affecting the BRMEMC
service area, most businesses, including
BRMEMC, were forced to pause operations and
send their employees home.
BRMEMC closed its office to the public
for six weeks but continued to operate and
maintain its electric power grid and fiber optic
network through remote and socially distanced
operations. With a five-county workforce at
home, the demand and need for high-speed
internet in BRMEMC’s service area was urgent
and a quick solution for the areas without
access to BRMEMC’s fiber optic network
was necessary.
Within two days after the co-op closed its
doors to the public, its broadband technicians
installed nine public Wi-Fi hot spots in easily
accessible areas, supplying efficient and reliable
internet service that was desperately needed.
Although this was not a fix for all, it was a quick
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solution for many. People were able to connect
easily to the BRMEMC fiber optic network and
complete necessary assignments for school and
work. Such creative solutions are necessary to
accommodate co-op members’ needs during
the pandemic.
The transition from traditional work and
learning to remote work and virtual learning
caused demand for BRMEMC to significantly
increase fiber optic internet service – almost
overnight. With its existing network, the co-op
quickly saw a substantial rise in new sign-ups
and in existing members’ upgrading their
speeds to accommodate the increase in
bandwidth usage.
Fortunately, the BRMEMC broadband team
consistently facilitates network upgrades and
maintenance on its existing fiber optic network,
which allows the network to handle large
increases in demand, capacity and usage. A
fiber optic system is built and designed to
withstand the type of demand a pandemic or
other disaster creates.
NEIGHBORS HELP NEIGHBORS GET
BROADBAND
BRMEMC recognizes the critical need to
provide more rural residents with broadband
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The Neighborhood Networking program
enables members to solicit “neighbors” to
commit to receive BRMEMC’s fiber optic service.

by expanding its fiber optic network
sooner rather than later. The co-op
works hard to extend its network each
year, hoping to cover as many members
as possible with its allotted annual
expansion budget.
To accommodate members in
areas where reliable, efficient, highspeed internet is not available, the
broadband team established a new
crowdsourcing program, Neighborhood
Networking, which will launch in fall
2020. The program helps members
solicit interest from their “neighbors”
and collect signed agreements from
those interested in subscribing to
fiber optic service. When BRMEMC
receives the interest documents,
the broadband staff will conduct
a feasibility study for each area to
see whether the number of signed
agreements meets the needed returnon-investment goal. If the ROI goal
is met, the area will be approved for

expansion and be built out within the
following year.
Through this crowdsourcing effort,
members will be able to show that in
areas with low meter saturation or low
population density, installing fiber
optics may still be cost-effective if the
take rate is high enough.
In the past, BRMEMC learned that
having a representative from a projected
expansion area solicit interest is the
most successful way of guaranteeing a
feasible ROI. This crowdsourcing effort
was successfully attempted in nine
areas and resulted in an average take
rate between 60 and 70 percent.

BRMEMC is hopeful that with the
Neighborhood Networking program
launching soon, the co-op will acquire
enough interest from areas it normally
would deem not feasible because of
high construction costs. When a strong
ROI is achieved, the co-op will be able
to expand its network even to the most
rural areas in its service territory. v
Alex King is the manager of broadband
at BRMEMC. For more information on
BRMEMC’s fiber broadband internet
service and expansion areas, and a list of
current location availability, visit www.
brmemc.com/fiber.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Private Investment in Community
Digital Infrastructure
The case for private investment in community networks rests on investors’ ability to
capture the networks’ impact on economic development.
By Michael Curri / Strategic Networks Group

D

igital infrastructure is more than
simply fast broadband. It is a platform
for exchange and innovation that
allows all residents and businesses to participate
in the new economy and for local governments
to deliver new and smart community services.
This article outlines the economic case for
bringing capital to communities so they
have the digital infrastructure they need to
be connected and sustainable in the new
economy – while providing investors solid,
long-term returns.
The economic case for private capital
investment combines digital infrastructure
with digital transformation. This new model
takes an infrastructure approach to investing
and drives practical use of broadband to
improve local economies by retaining and
growing local businesses, creating new jobs
and improving local quality of life. This
results in higher network revenue growth from
increased demand, new subscribers and greater
demand for community digital infrastructure
– which generates steady, growing returns
for a network and aligns investor goals with
community needs.
Over the next decade, more than $100
trillion will be deployed to build infrastructure
assets throughout the world. A core element
of all this development will be approximately
$150 billion for digital connectivity projects
in the United States, including fiber networks
22
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linking cities, governments, households and
businesses. Within this context of infrastructure
investments, all communities have choices
in the future they want – they can choose to
let others address their broadband gaps and
thereby forgo the opportunity to control,
or even influence, their local assets (such as
infrastructure and data) and thereby their
sovereignty. Alternatively, they can create
paths to own and control their local
infrastructure and thereby their social, political
and economic futures.
To create and support local economic vitality
and resilience, all businesses and residents
must have the broadband they need and the
awareness and capabilities to use it effectively.
Communities seeking better broadband
need solutions now. Their challenge is to
determine what segments of the communities
are unserved, underserved or overcharged; the
demand for broadband (current and potential);
and the best ways to close broadband gaps.
An economic case for investing in digital
infrastructure is what communities and the
broadband industry have been waiting for.
The COVID-19 pandemic sharpened the
argument that the case for broadband is not just
economic but existential. Elected officials, local
decision-makers and community leaders must
understand that
• Investments in digital infrastructure cannot
be delayed. Leaders no longer can wait for
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their replacements to start and
support a broadband initiative. Even
if they do not have the experience,
know-how or time left in their
terms, their communities need
reliable broadband now.
• The need is real and growing.
The escalating transition of work,
health care and education to digital
platforms means that broadband no
longer can be considered a luxury.
It is essential to competitiveness and
sustainability and to lessening the
burden on networks that were not
built for such loads.
• A new norm has emerged. The
social distancing requirements of
COVID-19 drive home the reality
that gaps in broadband access,
quality and affordability endanger
the very survival of citizens and
businesses in communities that do
not have digital infrastructure.

is why those areas remain unserved,
underserved or overcharged.
Another challenge for communities
that adopt a traditional retail service
provider approach is that vertically
integrated service providers carry the
costs of infrastructure, operations and
retail services. New entrants into the
market need to have enough market
share (usually at least 35 percent)
to cover those costs and generate
the returns they need for a viable
business case. This is a challenge when
competing with incumbent providers
that often targeted and already serve
the most lucrative neighborhoods. In
smaller markets, this precludes market
entry, leaving some areas with minimal
provider choice and underinvestment
in broadband.
Commonly, communities enter
into public-private partnerships that
subsidize the business case to attract
private-sector partners. However, such
partnerships present several issues:

BROADBAND CHALLENGES
In the United States, areas remain
unserved, underserved and overcharged
because private-sector internet service
providers do not expect enough of
a financial return to invest in those
areas. Communities in this situation
often wait for new funding, new
technology or the next elected official
who is prepared to take ownership of
a broadband initiative. Even for areas
considered “served” based on the FCC’s
definition of 25/3 Mbps, COVID-19
shines a spotlight on the need for
robust digital infrastructure in both
rural and urban areas because unequal
access and degrading internet speeds
and reliability hurt local economies.
Community initiatives that
attempt to address broadband gaps by
becoming traditional broadband service
providers are fundamentally flawed. If
broadband were financially feasible in
those areas, providers would be there
already. Furthermore, communities
attempting to provide broadband
services to those areas have several
disadvantages. Most notably, they must
compete with experienced incumbents
while trying to serve low-profitability
areas. The business case for broadband
is not flawed, it is correct – and that
AUGUST/ SEPT EM BER 2020

may especially be true over the
long term, limiting opportunities
to implement smart-community
services because it is often
unclear how investment in smartcommunity services profits the
private provider when many of the
benefits are to the community and a
social good.
Relying on traditional privatesector providers to step in and invest
in community digital infrastructure
is also flawed. Although communities
see significant benefits from broadband
investments in terms of retention and
growth of local jobs and businesses
and quality of life, such community
benefits do not accrue to traditional
private-sector service providers.
This results in underinvestment in
broadband relative to a community’s
needs. In contrast, from the service
providers’ points of view, the level of
investment is rational because they
can earn higher returns in areas with
higher population densities and lower
buildout costs. If investments in road
infrastructure depended exclusively
on the direct returns to private-sector
investors, how extensive and of what
quality would U.S. road networks be?
Compounding that problem is that the
short-term time horizons for privatesector service providers (typically three
to five years) are not long enough to
fully capture investment returns from
local market growth.
Broadband gaps will continue until
localities and investors find viable
solutions that better align community
needs with investors’ returns on their
investments. The critical first step is
to pivot to a digital infrastructure
approach in which the long-term
economic benefits to community
growth and business success accrue
to the network deployers, leading to a
virtuous cycle that increases network
revenue opportunities and returns
on investment.
By taking a long-term infrastructure
approach and growing local demand,
communities can drive local economic
growth and grow local markets for
high-speed internet and value-added

• They limit network access to the
providers under contract. This risks
pricing, offerings and service quality
being uncompetitive with the rest of
the market.
• If networks are built only in areas
profitable for private-sector business
cases, there still will be contention
between public and private partners
about where and when to roll
out and where and when to leave
unprofitable areas with a digital
divide. This reduces local economic
vitality and limits market growth.
A partially built-out network
also makes it challenging to roll
out smart-community initiatives
that must be communitywide
for effectiveness in digital
transformation, economies of
scale, etc.
• A locality’s goals (economic
vitality, community benefits,
smart-community services, longterm planning) may not align
with providers’ goals (maximizing
profitability, targeting only the most
profitable neighborhoods, lacking
the tools to efficiently provision
smart community services). This
|
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services. This generates solid, steady
cash flows from the projects and strong
returns for investors.

1 Ubiquity. In the SNG model,
digital infrastructure connects
all residents and businesses in
a community so everyone can
effectively participate in an
increasingly online economy,
not just people who live in the
most affluent areas. Ubiquitous,
affordable broadband increases local
participation and innovation, which
grows local economies. This in turn
grows local markets for broadband
and value-added services. These
spillover effects are indirect benefits
to communities and a primary
driver for public investment in
infrastructure (roads, water and
sewer systems, electric utilities).
Indirect community benefits
(local job retention and growth,
increased local GDP and tax
base, etc.) are not the goal of
incumbent providers’ traditional
broadband business case. However,
investing in community digital
infrastructure grows the local
economy through broadband and
digital transformation and captures
new revenues from that growth. A
network deployer can capture the

benefits of increased local economic
activity through additional
subscriptions (higher take rates),
higher-value subscriptions and
new services.
2 Commitment to digital
transformation. Local leaders and
stakeholders must endorse, raise
awareness, and commit to drive
practical use of online applications,
which drives network usage and
grows revenues. SNG has developed
and tested tools and methods
for digital transformation that
will drive economic impacts and
community benefits. Proactively
training businesses to leverage
digital infrastructure is very
different from simply waiting for
economic development to occur.
3 “Patient” capital. Community
digital infrastructure investments
require “patient” capital rather
than investment from Wall Street
or venture capitalists. Patient
capital investors have a longer time
horizon than traditional investors
and are willing to forgo maximum
financial returns for the sake of
steady returns and social impact.
They are still rational investors,
however. Investing in community
digital infrastructure is a low-risk
impact investment. With proper
due diligence, a startup broadband
utility asset class can be relatively
insensitive to periods of economic
decline and a solid alternative to
traditional investments where
there is increasing volatility (e.g.,
stock markets), uncertainty with
sustainability of investments (e.g.,
the oil and gas industries), negative
yields (e.g., sovereign bond markets)
or marginal yields (e.g., investmentgrade bonds). Furthermore, the
COVID-19 pandemic shows
how critical broadband is for
communities, greatly increasing the
demand for digital infrastructure
and opportunities for patient and
infrastructure capital.
Pension funds (especially those
for teachers, communications
workers, electrical workers, etc.)
and private infrastructure capital
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A NEW APPROACH TO
INVESTING IN BROADBAND:
COMMUNITY DIGITAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
Broadband is infrastructure. It is so
vital to any community’s economic and
social health that localities increasingly
regard it as an essential utility, like
water and electricity. Similar to roads
and electrical grids, community
digital infrastructure stimulates local
economic vitality, competitiveness,
resilience and quality of life.
SNG has developed an economic
case for private investment in broadband
and digital infrastructure. The economic
case can repay investors in many
communities where the traditional
business case doesn’t work because it
contains several features missing from
the traditional business case.
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are the right types of impactseeking and patient investors that
value an integrated economic case
for broadband and are willing to
invest in the digital transformation
needed to drive local economic
growth and network demand.
This creates positive, forecastable
cash flows with credible parties,
which generate growing network
earnings and capital returns from
the digital infrastructure. That
benefits communities by providing
more resilient local economies,
new ways of working together, and
improved quality of life through
better access to education, health
and civic services for all – not just
for people in the most profitable
neighborhoods.
There is more money
available than good investment
opportunities. By structuring
financing so local investors (whether
large or small) can participate,
communities can create new
opportunities to invest locally in
ways that will drive vested interest
and better alignment between
investors’ goals and project
outcomes. With stable returns plus
community benefits, why invest
elsewhere? What better way to
invest than in digital infrastructure
assets in places where those
investors work and live?
Government funding (e.g.,
the CARES Act), tax credits (e.g.,
opportunity zones) and lending
programs can improve the case
for investing in these projects and
reduce risk. These can be applied
to projects when time frames align
with project milestones. However,
the success of community digital
infrastructure projects should not
depend on government funding and
application review processes. Local
leaders should be careful in seeking
gap financing – their projects
should be sustainable and profitable
because of the economic benefits to
their communities.
4 Structural separation. A digital
infrastructure model’s network
|
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infrastructure without having
to build their own). Customers
subscribe to the network and select
services from one or more retail
providers through a simple, usercontrolled service selection interface.
Network operations revenues
are primarily derived from customer
subscriptions that cover the network
build and operations costs, and new
services from any provider interested
in joining the network. Thirdparty retail providers are invited
to offer services at competitive
rates while providing ongoing fees
for access to the networks and the
locality markets. The cost for retail
providers to access the markets is
minimal compared with the cost of
building digital infrastructure.
Wholesale fees – what the retail
service providers pay to have their

design structurally separates
infrastructure and operations
from retail services. This enables
choosing the appropriate network
operating model (one provider,
multiple providers via open access,
municipal service provider, etc.)
based on the local environment
and network demand (current and
potential). Assessing local market
opportunities needs to be part of
the process. The network operating
model should be determined in
consultation with the community.
In an open-access model, a
network provides high-capacity
digital infrastructure to enable
multiple competitive retail service
providers to operate within a locality
without making substantial capital
investments (think airports where
competitors use existing airport

services delivered to individual
businesses and households – cover
the costs of ongoing operations
and network financing, while
generating earnings for the digital
infrastructure network. Thirdparty retail providers have the
opportunity to market and sell their
internet services at competitive rates
on top of the wholesale fees. For
example, retail providers may sell
100 Mbps internet service for $60
per month. After paying a wholesale
fee of $45 (for a 100 Mbps internet
service; higher speed services have
higher wholesale fees), this leaves
them a margin of $15 with no
upfront network investment. They
also incur very few costs other
than their own sales, marketing
and customer service, and billing
costs. Such price levels are very

THE CURRENT STATE OF U.S. BROADBAND
In broadband assessments of 10
states, SNG has shown that the
majority of the almost 19,500
U.S. cities, towns and villages
(incorporated places) in the United
States are, at least in part, unserved,
underserved or overcharged for
broadband services. Many areas
across the United States claim to be
served with the FCC’s definition of
broadband (25/3 Mbps). However,
SNG’s 2020 research in the Oregon
Broadband Study showed that
•

25/3 Mbps is a minimum
threshold that will not drive
local economic competitiveness
and community vitality. Instead,
broadband investments should
achieve a minimum of 100/100
Mbps to be relevant assets
that provide steady, long-term
returns on future investments
(think COVID-19 and network
usage demand spikes).
• Broadband coverage reported
by internet service providers
often is overstated.
AUGUST/ SEPT EM BER 2020

• There are issues with reliability
and service quality within areas
that the FCC considers served
with broadband.
• Demand is high for better
broadband. For example,
in Oregon, 80 percent of
businesses want better
|
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broadband, 48.5 percent report
they want better internet service
now, and another 31.4 percent
are ready to consider options
other than their current service.
Eighty-six percent of households
want better broadband.
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GROWING LOCAL ECONOMIES AND NETWORK DEMAND
An economic case for broadband
must assess whether there is
sufficient network demand from
local economic growth to sustain
a solid cash flow from a digital
infrastructure investment. A market
demand assessment should include
•
•
•
•

•

Current and potential network
demand for broadband services
Services for local utilities, anchor
institutions (schools, municipal
and county facilities, hospitals)
Dark fiber connections for larger
enterprises
Potential demand for
broadband and value-added
services from underutilization
of online practices by local
businesses and households
Additional and new revenue
streams from backhaul for long-term evolution (LTE)
and future 5G deployments

Growing local network demand and community
benefits that support the economic case include
•

•

•

•

•
•

26

Economic growth and increased local GDP from
increased local business competitiveness through
business innovation, business attraction and
retention, increased productivity, and businesses
accessing new markets
Cost reductions from spending on internet and
telecommunications for existing and planned
municipal/county facilities and community anchor
institutions, such as schools and
libraries
Retaining and growng the
tax base through telework
and home businesses, new
employment opportunities,
enhanced labor force skills, new
income opportunities, and more
Broadband and
telecommunication cost savings
for households, which has a
consumer surplus impact on
local spending
Quality of life benefits from
telework, distance learning and
telemedicine
Smart-community service
benefits and cost savings (facility
management, smart grid, traffic
and parking management, etc.).
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To understand broadband’s market potential,
it’s necessary to benchmark a community’s demand
data. This helps assess broadband gaps and use of
online practices. For example, when 77 percent of
households (pre-COVID-19) indicate that broadband
is extremely or very important for school success,
demand for broadband is high because it is critical to
the community. Imagine now, in the COVID-19 era, how
many more households see broadband as critical.
Through data gathering and community
engagement, a community gains a clear understanding
of how investment in digital infrastructure can be
leveraged to achieve digital transformations that
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create new job opportunities and other community
benefits. Local community engagement and digital
transformation activities are essential to define
and prepare for the required digital infrastructure

competitive for 100 Mbps service,
and prices could go even lower with
increased competition through an
open-access model.

• Local businesses and households
have faster and more reliable
services for the same or better price
than currently available in areas of
a community that are unserved,
underserved or overcharged.
• Competition between multiple
retail service providers and greater
choice of offerings. Subscribers
appreciate not being locked into
one service provider that owns the
network connection and exerts
market power, which often results
in higher prices and lower service
quality. They like more-flexible
service options and the ability
to select or change services and
providers at will. Benefits to local
businesses include better pricing
and improved services over time
through competition.
• Reduced competitive threat to the
investment. Retail service providers
do not have to invest capital in
digital infrastructure to serve local
businesses and households.

services. Building an economic case for
private capital investment combines
digital infrastructure and digital
transformation to drive utilization.
That grows local economies and
customer bases, and growth in new
subscribers, value-added services
and network demand grows network
revenues.
Investing in digital infrastructure
in communities is a low-risk impact
investment with steady returns.
Furthermore, the coronavirus pandemic
shows how critical digital infrastructure
is to the viability and resilience of
communities in areas that are
unserved, underserved or overcharged
for broadband.
An economic case for investing
in digital infrastructure is what
communities and the broadband
industry have been waiting for –
and now it’s time to execute. The
COVID-19 pandemic sharpened the
argument that the case for broadband
is not just economic but also existential.
Elected officials, local decisionmakers, and community leaders
must understand the need for fast,
dependable, affordable broadband is
real and growing and action cannot
be delayed, especially in light of
the pandemic’s exposure of striking
gaps in broadband access, quality
and affordability.
Communities seeking better
broadband need solutions now.
Investors are looking for steady returns.
Digital infrastructure offers a new way
of bringing them together. v

SUMMARY
With private capital, communities can
build, own and operate community
digital infrastructure projects
across the United States to provide
communitywide fiber and broadband

Michael Curri is the president of Strategic
Networks Group, Inc., a broadband
consulting firm advancing economies in
a digital world. Reach him at mcurri@
sngroup.com.

selected based on demand data from
end users. For example, SNG uses its
proprietary Broadband Impact and
Market Assessment and local economic
returns from broadband investments to
assess current and potential demand.
Service mixes evolve over time based
on community engagement and in
response to demand and changes in
interests and needs.
The competitive advantages of
community digital infrastructure
include the following:

ADDITIONAL NETWORK
REVENUE OPPORTUNITIES
Community digital infrastructure
projects have other opportunities
to drive new revenues from the
network operations.
• Value-added services, such as
automated network backup,
reselling services (VoIP, home
security, productivity tools, etc.)
• Cloud services for businesses
• Smart-community services, such
as crime prevention, smart-traffic
management, energy management,
etc.
• Remote education, training and
certification
• Telemedicine, such as remote
diagnostics, aging in place, etc.
• Increased market share and highvalue subscriptions from digital
transformation efforts
Additional revenues from valueadded services can reach as much as
30 percent of total revenue over time
when the market starts to mature.
A large portion of additional revenue
comes from dark fiber leases, backhaul
leases for long-term evolution (LTE)
that will increase even more with
5G fiber backhaul, and smartcommunity services. A community
digital infrastructure network
becomes a platform for a community
to deliver value-added and smartcommunity services without the need
to negotiate with multiple network
providers or build another independent
delivery platform.
Specific value-added services and
smart-community services must be
AUGUST/ SEPT EM BER 2020

investment and to lay the groundwork to fully leverage
the benefits from those investments for individuals,
businesses and communities at large.
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Lack of Broadband Access Linked to
Childhood Poverty
There’s a new reason to provide more funds for broadband deployments, and a new
tool for deployers to target the counties most in need – especially in rural areas.
By Steven S. Ross / Broadband Communities

L

ack of good broadband access is a strong
predictor of childhood poverty. That’s the
finding of Broadband Communities’
recent analysis combining county-level
broadband data it has collected since 2010
with comprehensive, county-level poverty data
compiled by the nonprofit organization Save the
Children. We looked at overall poverty rankings,
and, with sensitivities heightened because of
the current need for distance learning, we also
analyzed high school graduation patterns.
As Table 1 shows, childhood poverty
almost inevitably increases as broadband access
worsens. The top half of counties, ranked by
broadband access relative to other counties in
their states, have a child poverty rate of about
18 percent, and the bottom half have a child
poverty rate of more than 21 percent. The gap
grows in states that restrict communities from
building their own broadband systems where
commercial carriers cannot or will not do so
(Table 2). In the bottom half of all counties in
those states, child poverty related to broadband
grows to more than 24 percent. The lowestranked counties are at 31 percent.
Rural counties bear the brunt of the bad
news, especially when they are at the bottom of
the broadband rankings. The top rural counties
in “restriction” states have a child poverty rate
of 13 percent. The bottom counties have a rate
of 30 percent (Table 4).
All data in this article refers to a pre-COVID
United States, but broadband disparities now
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are even worse than they were at the start of
2020 given work-from-home and distancelearning demands brought on by the pandemic.
In urban areas where access is available but
not always affordable, providers usually have
made it available free or at low cost during the
COVID-19 lockdown. Almost half of all rural
homes have no broadband at any price.
At the time this goes to press, there are
numerous new and revitalized efforts at the
local, state and federal levels of government to
close the broadband gap. The efforts cannot
come soon enough, even though beginning in
2018, the federal government alone earmarked
about $3 billion in new federal grants and loans
for broadband deployments (up from only $40
million available in 2017). About a third of
those funds already have been awarded this year
by the USDA or soon will be. Later this year,
the FCC will begin awarding another $2 billion
per year for 10 years to subsidize operations in
least-served areas.
DOES LACK OF BROADBAND
INCREASE CHILD POVERTY?
Showing a link between child poverty and
lack of broadband is relatively simple, but
determining which causes which is more
difficult. Broadband Communities has studied
the broadband gap since 2014. Almost all of our
analyses reveal that restricting governmental
entities that build or threaten to build their own
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The top half of counties in terms of broadband
coverage have a child poverty rate of about 18
percent, and the bottom half of counties have a
child poverty rate of more than 21 percent.

networks when other entities cannot or
will not do so heightens disparities.
For instance, Broadband
Communities data shows that rural
counties in restriction states have lost
population at three times the annual
rate of non-restriction states since 2010,
even though the restriction states have
higher population growth overall. That
means rural restriction-state counties
have experienced population losses
of about 1 percent versus 0.3 percent
in non-restriction states. Those rates
of population loss, which did slow
starting in 2017, have helped determine
the direction of causality. At least a
quarter, and as much as half, of all
rural population loss since 2010 was
caused by lack of adequate – or any –
broadband access.
Broadband Communities has
reported that median family income
also declines with lack of good
broadband, but the direction of
causality is not as clear as it is with

counties in each state. In other words,
child poverty is even worse
in unserved counties of the states
where municipalities cannot build
their own broadband networks. This
suggests that inadequate broadband is
the causal factor.
This evidence exists despite the fact
that Save the Children gathered only
enough data to fully rank 2,617 of the
3,143 counties in the United States.
Broadband Communities can and
does rank data from all 3,143 counties.
Save the Children graciously
supplied all data it was able to gather

population loss, largely because the
families that are most poverty-stricken
and most in need of employment tend
to migrate to urban areas, effectively
raising the median income for the areas
they left.
Because of the difficulty in showing
that inadequate broadband depresses
median income, I expected to have the
same difficulty showing that it increases
child poverty. As Tables 2 and 3 show,
however, there is clear indication of a
poverty disparity between restriction
and non-restriction states, especially
in the most underserved 10 percent of

Table 1. Data for all
U.S. counties

Total
Number of Percentage of
population children population that
aged 0-18
is children

Number of
children in
poverty

Percentage
Number of
of children in children who take
poverty
more than four
years to complete
high school

County with best broadband
in state

32,351,828

9,017,487

28%

1,621,091

18%

1,617,662

18%

Top 10% of counties in
state in terms of broadband
coverage

103,044,965

28,381,691

28%

4,969,785

18%

3,882,820

14%

Top half of counties in state
in terms of broadband
coverage

130,365,072

35,688,465

27%

6,408,608

18%

4,790,390

13%

Bottom half of counties in
state in terms of broadband
coverage

44,329,897

11,847,475

27%

2,479,423

21%

1,426,183

12%

Bottom 10% of counties
in terms of broadband
coverage

4,067,908

1,096,641

27%

260,223

24%

117,777

11%

County with the poorest
broadband coverage in state

1,322,720

338,959

26%

70,434

21%

44,274

13%

Percentage of
children who take
more than four
years to complete
high school

Table 1. Higher broadband ratings tend to correlate with lower poverty ratings. We suspect the correlation would be even stronger if we accounted
for unaffordability in urban areas; Congress and the FCC had to make special provisions to gain online access for home schooling. In the table,
categories do not overlap. The “County with best broadband in state” is not included in the “Top 10% of counties in state in terms of broadband
coverage,” and those two categories are not included in the “Top (or Bottom) half of counties in state in terms of broadband coverage.” When there
are fewer than 10 counties in a state, there may not be a “Top (or Bottom) 10% of counties in state in terms of broadband coverage” ranking.
AUGUST/ SEPT EM BER 2020
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for the 3,143 counties anyway,
even though it could not make the
information available on its website’s
interactive mapping tool.
OTHER INSIGHTS FROM SAVE
THE CHILDREN DATA
Combining the Broadband
Communities and Save the Children
datasets offers insights in the aggregate,
even when the data is incomplete. For
instance, Broadband Communities
ranks all counties against others in
each state with regard to broadband
access. Comparing the 50 counties
on the bottom of the Broadband
Communities state lists with Save the
Children’s list shows that the 21 that
Save the Children could evaluate were

that can be tracked, the real proportion
is probably 30 percent or more –
another 30,000.
Save the Children also reported
that 13 percent of children in those
counties had not finished high school
in the regulation four years. Nationally,
most kids who don’t complete high
school in four years never earn a
standard high school diploma. In these
counties, because it is far easier to
track graduates than dropouts, it is
likely that almost none of the missing
30,000 earned a degree, so closer to
25 percent of all children never earn a
high-school diploma.
The shortcomings in the data are
more obvious in the aggregate. In this
case, Table 1 also shows the data for

marked by childhood poverty as well
as poor broadband. Four were ranked
at the bottom of their state by Save
the Children, another 10 were in the
bottom half, and only seven were in the
top half – most just barely (Table 8).
Thus, although Save the Children
had enough data to rank 83 percent of
all U.S. counties overall, it could rank
only 40 percent of the counties at the
bottom of Broadband Communities’
state lists. More than 1.3 million
people, including more than 300,000
children, live in those 50 counties,
according to U.S. census data (Table
1). But Save the Children could be
sure that only 70,000 of the children
(21 percent) live in poverty. Given the
missing data and results from counties

(Continued on p. 36)

METHODOLOGY
Because I work with full national datasets, the results
using conventional statistical methods are almost
always, by definition, statistically significant. But they
still are subject to systematic statistical bias I might
not detect. As a diligent journalist, I double-check by
contacting affected stakeholders.
I also use well-tested but less conventional
methods, especially Bayesian statistics, to confirm
results. Bayesian techniques require a starting point,
aka a “prior.” When users can’t generate one, modern
software supplies starting points. The Bayesian checks
suggest that the odds my conclusions are correct are
quite good – eight and usually nine out of 10. Even
when I forced the priors somewhat, the odds did not
get worse than five to one. That certainty could affect
risk decisions by potential broadband deployers.
The last full census was in 2010. The 2020 census
was still in progress in August. Data are not likely to be
released until winter 2021 at the earliest. Intermediate
surveys are taken to help guide industry, commerce and
demographic researchers. But they are not complete,
especially in rural areas, and they rely on the most
recent full census as a starting point. So data quality,
though excellent for many purposes, deteriorates as
the decade progresses. The most recent partial national
sampling was in 2018.
Starting in 2018, massive tax cuts and trilliondollar federal deficits combined with big changes
in immigration and trade policies created new and
unprecedented trends in demographics and the
economy. The detailed effects of that won’t be clear
30
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until the 2020 full census results are released next year.
Broadband Communities’ population base was 2013
for the data tables. This article uses 2018 population
data double-checked with 2010 complete census
data and the 2013 survey. The earlier data are slightly
more reliable for rural areas. The later data are slightly
better for urban areas, mainly because urban growth
rates have been higher than rural population declines.
The Bayesian calculations take this into account when
defining the odds noted above.
Save the Children child poverty indicators such as
death, teen pregnancy and hunger – the latest nationally
available – are based mainly on data gathered by federal
agencies in 2019 for the previous year – 2018. For this
article, the data on percentage of children (aged 0–18,
that is, until they reach their 19th birthday) living in
poverty comes from the U.S. Census Bureau 2018 Small
Area Income and Poverty Estimates (SAIPE) Program.
The dropout data is derived from the public high
school four-year adjusted cohort graduation rate
(ACGR) covering the 2016–17 school year. The ACGR is
calculated as the number of students who graduate in
four years with a regular high school diploma, divided
by the number of students who form the adjusted
cohort for the graduating class. From the beginning of
high school, students who enter a grade for the first
time form a cohort that is adjusted by each school
district (there are about 17,000 in the United States) by
adding students who subsequently transfer into the
cohort and subtracting any students who subsequently
transfer out, immigrate to another country or die.
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Table 2. Data for
Restriction States;
All counties

Total
Number of Percentage of
population children population that
aged 0-18
is children

Number of
children in
poverty

Percentage
of children
in poverty

County with best broadband
in state

13,201,029

3,750,743

Top 10% of counties in
state in terms of broadband
coverage

50,875,536

Top half of counties in state
in terms of broadband
coverage

28%

661,606

18%

611,876

16%

14,320,063

28%

2,549,329

18%

1,840,612

13%

63,056,865

17,243,241

27%

3,262,938

19%

2,181,225

13%

Bottom half of counties in
state in terms of broadband
coverage

18,182,620

4,799,784

26%

1,077,672

22%

570,892

12%

Bottom 10% of counties
in terms of broadband
coverage

1,983,252

510,248

26%

123,787

24%

53,741

11%

86,209

19,694

23%

6,148

31%

2,535

13%

County with the poorest
broadband coverage in state

Number of
Percentage of
children who take children who take
more than four
more than four
years to complete years to complete
high school
high school

Table 2. All counties in states that restrict community-owned government-deployed broadband. In the table, categories do not overlap. The “County
with best broadband in state” is not included in the “Top 10% of counties in state in terms of broadband coverage,” and those two categories are not
included in the “Top (or Bottom) half of counties in state in terms of broadband coverage.” When there are fewer than 10 counties in a state, there may
not be a “Top (or Bottom) 10% of counties in state in terms of broadband coverage” ranking.

Table 3. Data for
Non-Restriction States:
All Counties

Total
Number of Percentage of
population children population that
aged 0-18
is children

Number of
children in
poverty

Percentage
of children
in poverty

County with best broadband
in state

19,150,799

5,266,744

Top 10% of counties in
state in terms of broadband
coverage

52,169,429

Top half of counties in state
in terms of broadband
coverage

Number of
Percentage of
children who take children who take
more than four
more than four
years to complete years to complete
high school
high school

28%

959,485

18%

1,005,786

19%

14,061,628

27%

2,420,456

17%

2,042,208

15%

67,308,207

18,445,224

27%

3,145,670

17%

2,609,165

14%

Bottom half of counties in
state in terms of broadband
coverage

26,147,277

7,047,691

27%

1,401,751

20%

855,292

12%

Bottom 10% of counties
in terms of broadband
coverage

2,084,656

586,393

28%

136,436

23%

64,036

11%

County with the poorest
broadband coverage in state

1,236,511

319,265

26%

64,286

20%

41,739

13%

Table 3. All counties in states that do not restrict community-owned government-deployed broadband. In the table, categories do not overlap. The
“County with best broadband in state” is not included in the “Top 10% of counties in state in terms of broadband coverage,” and those two categories
are not included in the “Top (or Bottom) half of counties in state in terms of broadband coverage.” When there are fewer than 10 counties in a state,
there may not be a “Top (or Bottom) 10% of counties in state in terms of broadband coverage” ranking.
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Table 4. Data for
restriction states:
All rural counties

Total
Number of
Percentage
population children
of population
aged 0-18 that is children

Number of
children in
poverty

Percentage
Number of
Percentage of
of children in children who take children who take
poverty
more than four
more than four
years to complete years to complete
high school
high school

County with best broadband
in state

80,654

19,599

24%

2,548

13%

1,809

9%

Top 10% of counties in
state in terms of broadband
coverage

805,198

229,753

29%

42,446

18%

24,220

11%

Top half of counties in state
in terms of broadband
coverage

10,457,952

2,846,742

27%

650,748

23%

316,375

11%

Bottom half of counties in
state in terms of broadband
coverage

10,320,606

2,796,779

27%

687,521

25%

319,410

11%

Bottom 10% of counties
in terms of broadband
coverage

1,604,155

410,015

26%

103,475

25%

40,669

10%

86,209

19,694

23%

6,148

31%

2,535

13%

County with the poorest
broadband coverage in state

Table 4. Rural counties in states that restrict community-owned government-deployed broadband. In the table, categories do not overlap. The
“County with best broadband in state” is not included in the “Top 10% of counties in state in terms of broadband coverage,” and those two categories
are not included in the “Top (or Bottom) half of counties in state in terms of broadband coverage.” When there are fewer than 10 counties in a state,
there may not be a “Top (or Bottom) 10% of counties in state in terms of broadband coverage” ranking.

Table 5. Data for
non-restriction states:
All rural counties

Total
Number of
Percentage
population children
of population
aged 0-18 that is children

Number of
children in
poverty

Percentage
Number of
of children in children who take
poverty
more than four
years to complete
high school

Percentage of
children who
take more than
four years to
complete high
school

County with best broadband
in state

46,677

11,891

25%

1,669

14%

2,100

18%

Top 10% of counties in
state in terms of broadband
coverage

961,378

271,956

28%

52,758

19%

38,821

14%

Top half of counties in state
in terms of broadband
coverage

10,034,467

2,823,264

28%

590,458

21%

352,531

12%

Bottom half of counties in
state in terms of broadband
coverage

10,796,941

2,848,531

26%

673,854

24%

376,022

13%

Bottom 10% of counties
in terms of broadband
coverage

1,564,590

438,787

28%

101,383

23%

48,699

11%

County with the poorest
broadband coverage in state

331,162

95,966

29%

28,959

30%

15,938

17%

Table 5. Rural counties in states that do not restrict community-owned government-deployed broadband. In the table, categories do not overlap. The
“County with best broadband in state” is not included in the “Top 10% of counties in state in terms of broadband coverage,” and those two categories
are not included in the “Top (or Bottom) half of counties in state in terms of broadband coverage.” When there are fewer than 10 counties in a state,
there may not be a “Top (or Bottom) 10% of counties in state in terms of broadband coverage” ranking.
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It’s all anyone wants in
an apartment.
AT&T Fiber

Up to 20x

DELIVERS MORE BANDWIDTH

FASTER UPLOAD SPEEDS

than cable.

Based on combined upload and download capacity versus major cable providers: Xfinity,
Spectrum & COX 1 Gig cable service with uploads of 35 Mbps.

than cable.

Comparison of Internet 1000 wired upload connection speed to major cable providers: Xfinity, Spectrum
& COX 1 Gig cable service with uploads of 35 Mbps. For more information, go to att.com/speed101.

Go to att.com/fiberproperties to learn more. Limited availability in select areas.
©2020 AT&T Intellectual Property. All Rights Reserved. AT&T, the AT&T logo and all other AT&T marks contained herein are trademarks of AT&T Intellectual Property
and/or AT&T affiliated companies.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Table 6. Data for
restriction states:
All metro counties

Total
Number of
Percentage
population children
of population
aged 0-18 that is children

County with best broadband
in state

13,120,375

3,731,144

28%

659,058

18%

610,067

16%

Top 10% of counties in
state in terms of broadband
coverage

50,070,338

14,090,310

28%

2,506,883

18%

1,816,392

13%

Top half of counties in state
in terms of broadband
coverage

52,598,913

14,396,499

27%

2,612,190

18%

1,864,850

13%

Bottom half of counties in
state in terms of broadband
coverage

7,862,014

2,003,005

25%

390,151

19%

251,482

13%

Bottom 10% of counties
in terms of broadband
coverage

379,097

100,233

26%

20,312

20%

13,072

13%

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

County with the poorest
broadband coverage in state

Number of
children in
poverty

Percentage
Number of
Percentage of
of children in children who take children who take
poverty
more than four
more than four
years to complete years to complete
high school
high school

Table 6. Metropolitan counties in states that restrict community-owned government-deployed broadband. In the table, categories do not overlap.
The “County with best broadband in state” is not included in the “Top 10% of counties in state in terms of broadband coverage,” and those two
categories are not included in the “Top (or Bottom) half of counties in state in terms of broadband coverage.” When there are fewer than 10 counties
in a state, there may not be a “Top (or Bottom) 10% of counties in state in terms of broadband coverage” ranking.

Table 7. Data for
non-restriction states:
All metro counties

Total
Number of
Percentage
population children of population
aged 0-18 that is children

Number of
children in
poverty

Percentage
Number of
Percentage of
of children in children who take children who take
poverty
more than four
more than four
years to complete years to complete
high school
high school

County with best broadband
in state

19,104,122

5,254,853

28%

957,816

18%

1,003,686

19%

Top 10% of counties in
state in terms of broadband
coverage

51,208,051

13,789,672

27%

2,367,698

17%

2,003,387

15%

Top half of counties in state in
terms of broadband coverage

57,273,740

15,621,960

27%

2,555,212

16%

2,256,634

14%

Bottom half of counties in
state in terms of broadband
coverage

15,350,336

4,199,160

27%

727,897

17%

479,270

11%

Bottom 10% of counties in
terms of broadband coverage

520,066

147,606

28%

35,053

24%

15,337

10%

County with the poorest
broadband coverage in state

905,349

223,299

25%

35,327

16%

25,801

12%

Table 7. Metropolitan counties in states that do not restrict community-owned government-deployed broadband. In the table, categories do not
overlap. The “County with best broadband in state” is not included in the “Top 10% of counties in state in terms of broadband coverage,” and those
two categories are not included in the “Top (or Bottom) half of counties in state in terms of broadband coverage.” When there are fewer than 10
counties in a state, there may not be a “Top (or Bottom) 10% of counties in state in terms of broadband coverage” ranking.
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Be Part Of The
Global Experience.
Attendee Registration Is Now Open!
It’s On, Virtual And Free...

2020 PROGRAM CHAIRS:

OCTOBER 12-15, 2020

Ed Marchetti
SVP Operations,
Comcast

SCTE•ISBE Cable-Tec Expo , the largest cable
®

telecommunications and technology tradeshow in
the Americas is going virtual! Attend the largest
learning and networking event in the industry,
supported globally by the C-suite of major cable

Thomas Monaghan
SVP, Field Operations,
Charter Communications

operators – VIRTUALLY – FOR FREE!
This virtual format will enable a larger, more diverse
group of professionals to take part in the industry’s
signature event from their homes and offices around
the world. This year’s Fall Technical Forum, the
educational heart of the show, draws from a record
of 267 thought leadership abstracts exploring
artificial intelligence, operational transformation,

Register Today!

advancements to cable’s 10G platform, lessons

expo.scte.org | #cabletecexpo

learned from COVID-19, and more!

2020 ATTENDEE REGISTRATION SPONSORS

EDUCATION PARTNER

© 2020 Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers, Inc. All rights reserved.
scte.org • isbe.org

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
State

County

Save the
Children
Rank

Number of
counties in
state ranked
by Save the
Children

Restriction
state?

Alabama

Greene

65

67

Yes

Alaska

Yakutat

D

Arizona

Apache

Arkansas

County

Save the
Children
Rank

Number of
counties in
state ranked
by Save the
Children

Montana

Petroleum

D

28

13

Nebraska

Blaine

D

36

Yes

14

15

Nevada

Eureka

D

11

Yes

Calhoun

D

69

Yes

Belknap

3

10

California

Alpine

D

54

New
Hampshire

Colorado

Mineral

D

41

Yes

New Jersey

Cumberland

21

21

New London

5

8

New Mexico

Harding

D

26

New York

Hamilton

D

61

North Carolina

Hyde

D

95

North Dakota

Billings

D

12

Connecticut

State

Restriction
state?

Delaware

Kent

1

3

Florida

Dixie

43

66

Georgia

Webster

D

140

Hawaii

Kalawao

D

4

Ohio

Monroe

75

88

Idaho

Clark

D

33

Oklahoma

Cimarron

D

59

Illinois

Schuyler

D

92

Oregon

Wheeler

D

31

Indiana

Switzerland

66

89

Pennsylvania

Cameron

D

64

Adams

D

87

Rhode Island

Washington

2

5

Greenwood

33

46

Buffalo

D

30

Lake

88

90

Yes

Iowa

Yes

Yes

Yes

Greeley

D

57

South Carolina

Kentucky

Robertson

D

113

South Dakota

Louisiana

Tensas

D

62

Maine

Franklin

5

13

Texas

Loving

D

189

Yes

Maryland

Queen
Anne’s

3

24

Utah

Daggett

D

23

Yes

Vermont

Lamoille

7

12

Berkshire

9

12

Virginia

Highland

D

115

Yes

Michigan

Lake

76

76

Yes

Washington

Ferry

34

34

Yes

Minnesota

Cook

D

72

Yes

West Virginia

Calhoun

37

49

Mississippi

Issaquena

D

80

Wisconsin

Menominee

69

69

Worth

36

103

Wyoming

Niobrara

D

19

Kansas

Massachusetts

Missouri

Yes

Yes

Tennessee

Yes

Yes

Table 8. Counties ranked at the bottom of their state by Broadband Communities, compared with ranking by Save the Children. D indicates insufficient
data for Save the Children ranking. Save the Children ranked only seven of the 50 counties in the top half.

(Continued from p. 30)

the best-served broadband counties in
each state. In general, of course, they
are comparatively rich and urban.
They have total populations of more
than 42 million, including 9 million
children. More than 1.6 million are in
poverty (18 percent), and 18 percent
fail to graduate from high school on
time. In urban areas, it also is easier for
those who take more than four years to
eventually graduate.
Without the comparison made

possible by combining the two sets
of data, it might appear that wealthy
urban districts have a higher high
school dropout rate (calculated in tables
as percent of all children) than poor
rural districts. I often see those kinds of
mistakes riddling papers by academic
economists who use only income data,
thereby poisoning the arguments
against more broadband aid.
It is unclear what the effect
of COVID lockdowns will do to

36
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graduation rates going forward. We
could see lockdowns and disruptions
into spring 2021, in part because
vaccines are not being tested on
children yet, so a vaccine likely won’t
be available to them at least until
spring. COVID lockdowns did not
heavily impact rural counties this
spring; graduation ceremonies were
stunted, but kids graduated, according
to data I was able to collect. The federal
government has not posted 2019 data.
|
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The United States, despite having the world’s
largest economy, ranks 43rd of 180 countries on
helping children reach their full potential.

EXPLORING SAVE THE
CHILDREN DATA
The complete Save the Children
report can be downloaded here:
www.savethechildren.org/content/dam/
usa/reports/advocacy/us-childhoodreport-2020.pdf. It notes that the
United States, despite having the
world’s largest economy, ranks 43rd of
180 countries on helping children reach
their full potential. The United States
lagged behind most of Europe even
before flubbing the handling of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
There are also huge differences
within the United States, as noted
previously. When it comes to
nurturing children, New Jersey and
Massachusetts are at the top and
Louisiana is at the bottom. There are
also startling differences within states.
The interactive map and database at
www.savethechildren.org/us/about-us/
resource-library/us-childhood-report
can be searched at the county level for
all 2,617 counties that had enough
available data to directly rank.
According to Save the Children,
rural child poverty rates are worse than
urban rates in 41 of the 47 states with
at least some areas designated as rural.
Across the United States, almost 84
percent of the counties where the most
children struggle with hunger are rural
and high poverty.

This article uses the overall child
poverty rate Save the Children uses.
Broadband Communities notes high
school performance separately, however,
because broadband availability has a
direct influence on that number – an
influence that is now even greater
because of distance-learning needs
during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Children in the worst-performing
counties, even within the same state,
are as much as 14 times more likely to
drop out of school or repeat grades. For
instance, in Madison Parish, Louisiana,
60 percent of children do not finish
high school in four years. In Lincoln
Parish, Louisiana, only 4 percent of
children fail to graduate on time.
Some other results of poverty are
truly eye-opening. More than half of
counties where the most children die
are rural and high-poverty. In fact,
children in the most disadvantaged
counties die at rates up to five times
those of children in the highest-ranked

counties. Virginia is normally thought
of as being quite wealthy. But York
County there has a child death rate of
27 per 100,000, whereas in Petersburg,
a poorer independent city in the state,
the rate is 128 per 100,000.
Child hunger rates can vary by a
factor of three. In Kentucky, 12 percent
of children in Oldham County are at
risk of hunger. Shocking enough. But
that rate is below the national average
and low compared with 30 percent of
children in Kentucky’s Clay County.
Broadband can bring these counties
more and better jobs, more and better
schooling and more and better health
care – including mental health care. v
Steve Ross is founding editor and
now editor-at-large for Broadband
Communities. He can be reached at
steve@bbcmag.com. An earlier article in
this series of studies (see www.bbcmag.com/
tools-and-resources/economic-research)
was declared second-best original research
among all business magazines in 2017.

CONFOUNDERS: ISSUES THAT CAN INVALIDATE AN ANALYSIS
•
•
•

•
•
•

Chicken-and-egg. Is child poverty increasing (in part) because of poor broadband, or is poor broadband the result
of lousy business cases because of poverty? Or is it the result of “outside” influences, unknown or unexplored?
States have very different ways of organizing themselves into counties. Texas alone has almost 10 percent of
all U.S. counties.
States vary in other ways. States have different geographies, population densities, distributions and temporary
economic advantages (new oil discoveries, retiree attraction, etc.). In addition, states with restrictions on
municipal broadband have different kinds of restrictions, enacted at different times. Different states and
communities calculate key educational performance data differently. New York City public schools understate the
problem because they do not include students as dropouts if they were not in the system by 9th grade.
25 Mbps download, 3 Mbps upload speed is the FCC’s threshold for “broadband.” That level is somewhat
arbitrary, however.
Variance on X-Axis. National Broadband Map data is flaky and tends to overestimate actual access.
Take-rate variance. Even in counties with great 25 Mbps access, less than half of households with supposed
access bought it in 2018. Still, this is more than double the 17 percent of 2014. Take rate is far higher and churn
far lower in rural areas and in urban neighborhoods with school-age children. Anecdotally, COVID-19 has
strengthened that effect.
AUGUST/ SEPT EM BER 2020
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Digital Town Squares Drive
Economic Development
Transforming a connected community into a smart community takes vision – along
with a technology strategy to turn the vision into reality.
By Masha Zager / Broadband Communities

W

ithout high-speed connectivity,
communities can’t hope to compete
in the knowledge economy or
provide smart-city services to their citizens. But
connectivity alone doesn’t guarantee success.
Communities must take proactive steps to
leverage that connectivity. A combination
of enabling technologies, organization, and
dedicated local effort is needed for cities to
become truly “smart communities.”
US Ignite, a nonprofit organization the
White House Office of Science and Technology
Policy and the National Science Foundation
launched in 2012, runs several initiatives that
help accelerate the smart-community movement
and guide communities into the connected
future. One of these, the Smart Gigabit
Communities project, is a network of more than
two dozen communities developing applications
and services to address smart-city and IoT
challenges. All these communities already
have at least some access to gigabit broadband;
now they are using that capacity to encourage
economic innovation and better delivery of
public services.
Originally funded by the National Science
Foundation, the project was started to help
the cities seed and prototype new applications
and services, according to Scott Turnbull, US
Ignite’s director of technology. The first group
of nine cities produced such exciting results that
many other cities joined the project, most either
38
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funding their own participation or obtaining
funding from private partners or universities.
The Smart Gigabit Communities now serve
as test beds for high-bandwidth applications
in many fields – public safety, transportation,
environmental monitoring, health care, smart
buildings and more. An application developed
for one community can be prototyped and
tested across the entire network of cities. The
communities collaborate to share challenges,
solutions and best practices, and they obtain
technical assistance and capacity-building
services from US Ignite. US Ignite also helps the
communities find public and private funding
for deploying the applications. Turnbull
explains, “It’s really about a focused effort on
the ground to improve the local economy and
to establish a greater citizen impact from these
advanced technologies.”
DIGITAL TOWN SQUARES
Most of the communities that participate in this
program use a technology strategy that US Ignite
calls Digital Town Squares. A Digital Town
Square is an interconnect site that combines
network switching capabilities – many of them in
hardware provided by Juniper Networks – with
edge computing capacity. Communities use these
local hubs of network infrastructure to introduce
new services, support advanced applications, and
develop smarter communities through better
broadband delivery.
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Dan White, tech director at Pipeworks Studios in Eugene, Oregon, says his company requires
EUGNet’s connections to San Francisco and other cities.

AUGUST/ SEPT EM BER 2020

the rise of COVID,” Turnbull points
out. For example, Urbana-Champaign,
Illinois, uses its infrastructure to
upgrade the switches that provide
broadband to public housing, and
Chattanooga supports Wi-Fi hot spots
on school buses.
The Digital Town Square
infrastructure is hosted in a network
operations center in each community.
Various operators have stepped up
to host servers in different cities –
municipal networks, public-private
partnerships, universities, and even
commercial carriers willing to make an
in-kind donation to the Smart Gigabit
Communities project. Because most
traffic going through a hub is local,
the burden on the hosting organization
is minimal.

applications and computing power
need to be hosted close to users,
rather than at remote data centers
in the cloud. Edge computing – the
use of distributed servers close to the
network edge – is now widely used
to improve response times and save
bandwidth, especially for applications,
such as smart-city applications, that
process input from many users and/or
sensors. The edge computing platform
built into Digital Town Squares lets
application developers keep most of
their traffic local as they develop and
prototype their smart-city applications.
In essence, it provides them with a lowlatency local area network.
Finally, delivery of smart-city
applications isn’t effective unless the
entire community is well connected
– which is true in very few places.
Applications such as environmental
monitoring or smart street lighting
need to be ubiquitous, and incumbent
providers cannot always upgrade
their networks everywhere at once.
In addition to providing backhaul
and edge computing, the Digital
Town Squares are proving useful in
addressing the digital divide. “This
has become massively important with

A Digital Town Square can fill in
gaps in local networking capacity that
prevent communities from adopting
advanced technologies. Specifically, it
addresses three common problems that
communities encounter when they try
to develop advanced applications.
First, it provides a robust link
between the local network infrastructure
and the middle-mile and backbone
networks that connect to the rest of
the internet. Some Smart Gigabit
Communities lacked adequate
connections to the internet, says
Mari Silbey, US Ignite’s director
of communications. Though their
local networks supported ultra-highspeed connections internally, traffic
bottlenecked when it had to go out to
the public internet. “This is a way of
making that tunnel larger,” she explains.
Even for cities with ample internet
backhaul, application developers and
testers who used different carriers, and
therefore different routes to the internet,
might find that their traffic had to take
a detour, and applications that required
low latency and consistency did not
perform as they should.
The second problem that a Digital
Town Square addresses is that content,
|
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COMMUNITY SUCCESS
STORIES
In Eugene, Oregon, multiple Digital
Town Squares connect to internet
transport routes across Oregon and
into California. These connections,
along with the EUGNet fiber network
in Eugene, make it possible for
businesses in Eugene to work easily
with counterparts in Portland and
San Francisco. As a result of these
|
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connections, 25 high-tech companies
relocated to downtown Eugene over a
two-year period, reducing the vacancy
rates for commercial property there. At
the same time, millions of dollars in
venture capital poured into the city.
Using the Digital Town Square
infrastructure, Eugene installed an
application that monitors seismic
activity for earthquake alerts, and
hosted multimedia coding classes and
platforms for community engagement.
The city plans to build a link to
the nearby city of Springfield so its
residents also can use these services.
In Urbana-Champaign, the UC2B
network used Digital Town Square
infrastructure to significantly increase
broadband capacity, improve network
resilience and reduce the digital divide,
as discussed on the previous page.
As a result of the increased
broadband capacity, commercial
providers have invested in their own

last-mile networks to support the 10
Gbps service that the Digital Town
Squares make possible. The region now
has redundant internet connections
and the ability to distribute loads
during periods of high traffic.
Economic outcomes include high-tech
research and jobs connected to the
National Center for Supercomputing
Applications at the University of
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign campus.
In rural Utah, the Digital Town
Square helped improve network latency,
which attracts companies that require
this type of service, including those
in the gaming and game development
industries. The Digital Town Square
also hosts applications such as
CloudFlare, a load-balancing service,
reducing the burden on ISPs to make
these investments themselves.
The Utah Digital Town Square
is also being used for a specialized
telehealth application. Extending
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gigabit connectivity between Moab and
Salt Lake City has allowed doctors to
test remote application of deep brain
stimulation, a technique used to treat
Parkinson’s disease, essential tremors
and other neurological conditions.
The technique could not be applied
remotely without the low latency
enabled by the Digital Town Square.
Many more communities could
benefit from smart-city applications,
according to Turnbull, and interest
is growing as the project continues to
produce results. Some communities
are looking to join the Smart Gigabit
Communities project, and others are
seeking to develop regional internet
exchanges. “We’re in the process
of creating a national movement,”
Turnbull says. v
Masha Zager is the editor of Broadband
Communities. You can reach her at
masha@bbcmag.com.
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Connecting the Hoosier Heartland
For Economic Development
Intelligent Fiber Network helps rural Indiana communities grow their economies and
connect national and international businesses with high-speed fiber services.
By Cory Childs / Intelligent Fiber Network (IFN)

T

he world cannot operate today without
the internet, which is as true in
Indiana’s urban centers as it is on its
farms. Sustainable broadband is paramount
for business competitiveness and economic
growth, and the lines between urban and rural
and their advantages and disadvantages are
blurring. Indianapolis and parts of Indiana
have been referred to as the Silicon Prairie,
and whether people agree with that moniker or
not, technology hubs are no longer just on the
West Coast – or just in cities, for that matter.
Rural areas, especially in the Hoosier State, are
eager to grow local economies and connect with
national and international businesses.
Intelligent Fiber Network (IFN), a
middle-mile network in Indiana owned
by 21 independent local telcos, is building
relationships with local economic development
corporations (EDCs) across the state to help
close the digital divide and set businesses up for
long-term success. When growth is the goal,
businesses and their technology partners must
have a similar vision: forward and up. IFN’s
partnerships with EDCs, local governments
and even cell tower providers have played an
enormous role in Indiana’s economic growth.
CONNECTING WHITLEY COUNTY
BUSINESSES
In 2018, IFN and the Whitley County
Commissioners launched an economic
42
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development initiative to make high-speed fiber
networking available for businesses at a reduced
cost. Extending from the U.S. Highway 30
corridor, the county and its small towns are now
certified as Broadband Ready Communities
by the Indiana Economic Development
Corporation. The county’s population is less
than 34,000, but its broadband connectivity
allows its resident businesses to operate and
compete on a global scale.
One such business is Reelcraft, a global
manufacturer of hose, cord and cable reels
for industrial, commercial and professional
applications. Headquartered in Columbia
City, Indiana (population less than 9,200), the
company has a satellite office in the United
Kingdom and an additional manufacturing
facility in China. Its operations and
communications span the globe, which is why
fast, reliable service is vital to the company.
Through IFN’s partnership with Whitley
County, Reelcraft can rely on the cloud for its
VoIP phone and call center using a 100 Mbps
asynchronous fiber circuit.
Another company with a facility in
Columbia City is Iotron, which processes
electron beams. The company is headquartered
in British Columbia, and when its Indiana
facility moved its paper-based processes to
the cloud, it needed reliable service to avoid
bottlenecks. Like Reelcraft, Iotron was able
to connect to IFN’s secure network thanks to
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In 2019, IFN completed the installation of a new Liberty Cabinet that replaced
an existing IFN cabinet. Robinson Construction provided the heavy lifting.

from leaf sites and connected them to
the main government center. The ability
to partner with small independent
carriers while also providing service in
major carrier markets offers a deeper
level of flexibility for small or scaling
companies and communities to meet
diverse economic needs no matter
where they are.

its partnership with and expansion in
Whitley County to reduce outages and
work more seamlessly.
MEETING STATEWIDE NEEDS
It’s not just a single county that needs
reliable connectivity in Indiana. Among
the state’s 92 counties, 23 are considered
“nonmetropolitan noncore,” meaning
they do not have a city, a town or an
urban cluster with 10,000 or more
residents. Across these 92 counties, the
state government has more than 700
interconnected remote offices – more
than Apple and Microsoft retail stores
combined. Before the state can connect
with its international business partners
in cities such as Tokyo, it must ensure its
connections with its own communities,
such as Tipton (population 5,104).
Some Indiana government offices
in large communities have access to
big-name carrier networks, but IFN
and its independent member/owners
have network availability in small,
medium and large communities across
the state. Through IFN, state offices
were able to link with local carriers,
and IFN provided backhaul traffic
to Indianapolis.
Using these services, the state
interconnected each of its locations
on an “E-Tree” fiber network,
which provides point-to-multipoint
connectivity for “root” sites and up to
20 “leaf” sites. In Indiana’s case, the
main data center in Indianapolis served
as a root site that amassed all the traffic
AUGUST/ SEPT EM BER 2020

ENABLING RURAL WIRELESS
AND FIBER BROADBAND
Of course, it’s not just businesses that
need to connect. As the “Crossroads
of America,” Indiana’s interstates are
traversed by millions of people annually.
Driving through rural corn and soy
fields is inevitable, and travelers must
rightly assume that their connectivity is
uninterrupted. Often cell towers provide
connections in rural areas of the state.
IFN and several of its member/
owners have been able to expand and
connect their fiber networks to new
cellular towers national carriers are
installing throughout the state. As a
single entity source in a location, IFN
is an ideal partner for cell carriers, but
rural communities benefit the most.
When rural telecommunications
companies or rural electric membership
cooperatives win cell tower bids and
participate in fiber builds, they have the
benefit of being able to offer fiber to the
home (FTTH) or fiber to the business to
customers along the way. For example,
IFN member/owner NineStar Connect
has connected more than 350 residences
|
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through more than 16 miles of fiber
to cell towers across central Indiana,
delivering urban-grade, high-speed fiber
to rural homes. Several upcoming cell
tower projects are on the horizon, and
more FTTH is likely to follow.
IFN continues to expand its
fiber network and its community
partnerships, both urban and rural
alike. IFN recently connected with
ValpoNet in Valparaiso, Indiana, which
supplies IFN’s last mile of fiber optic
network connectivity. This partnership
allows Valparaiso to remain competitive
in business recruitment and retention,
not just in Indiana but also across the
United States. IFN is pursuing new
and expanded partnerships in other
similar-sized communities, including
Richmond and Anderson.
Every community must be connected
to succeed today – it must interconnect
with nearby communities, those from
coast to coast, or communities around
the globe. A company cannot be
competitive if it can’t instantaneously
reach a global audience when needed.
IFN has been able to partner with and
make lasting impacts on communities
of all sizes in Indiana to ensure this
remains true. Every local connection
helps fuel local economies, which in
turn fuel the state and the nation. v
Cory Childs is vice president of sales,
marketing and business development of
Intelligent Fiber Network.
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Atlantic Broadband Fiber Helps
DelGrosso Foods Improve
Reliability and Boost Revenue
Atlantic Broadband’s fiber-based Ethernet service enables the food services provider to
cut costs and prevent and solve a host of operating problems.
By Sean Buckley / Broadband Communities

D

elGrosso Foods, a provider of spaghetti
sauces and the owner of an amusement
park in Tipton, Pennsylvania, has
leveraged Atlantic Broadband’s fiber-based
Ethernet service to improve its businesses.
Before Atlantic Broadband built fiber out to
its facilities, DelGrosso experienced outages that
heavily influenced its credit-card point of sale
(POS) system, resulting in lost business. Since
making the switch to fiber, DelGrosso has seen
various benefits.
DelGrosso eliminated problems with
credit-card processing and internet and website
availability and ended its reliance on its backup
satellite service. It was also able to cut costs and
increase revenue by integrating its storage to inhouse data centers, which bolstered online sales.
A family-owned company, DelGrosso is
keen on developing long-term relationships with
its communications suppliers. The company’s
relationship with Atlantic Broadband and its
predecessor, Charter, dates back to the 1990s.
Todd Walters, senior director of information
technology at DelGrosso, has guided the
food services company through a long list of
technology transitions, including ISDN-based
dial-up internet and, later, cable modems. “This
started a long-term partnership with Atlantic
Broadband, and we have had excellent service,”
he says.
44
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Consistency has been another element
of DelGrosso’s relationship with Atlantic
Broadband. “I have had the same technician
and salesperson for pretty much everything
at Atlantic Broadband for my entire time that
DelGrosso has worked with the company,
including cable modems through the fiber-based
offerings we now use,” Walters says.
TRANSITION TO FIBER-BASED
ETHERNET
A multisite business, DelGrosso requires a
network provider to satisfy its diverse needs.
DelGrosso has a sauce production facility
in Tipton, Pennsylvania, that is connected to
another production facility 5 miles away. The
company plans to build a third facility, which
will function first as a warehouse and later
include another production line.
“We wish we had this new facility
because the food manufacturing business is
booming,” Walters says. “With the COVID-19
pandemic, we have been getting orders six
months in advance.”
DelGrosso’s Park, a seasonal amusement park,
includes DG to Go, which Walters says is “doing
well right now.” Customers can pick up preordered, packaged meals from a drive-through
area. The company also operates a fresh foods
meals division called Marianna’s Fundraisers.
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Fiber connectivity at DelGrosso’s Park ensures uptime for credit-card processing and employee training.

By using fiber-based Ethernet,
which it lit in 2016, DelGrosso can
split its bandwidth so it can offload data
backups in real time to the cloud.
DelGrosso initially used a lowerspeed Ethernet connection, but

Walters says as the company’s business
has grown, it has ramped up speed.
DelGrosso connected its warehouse
in Altoona, Pennsylvania, which now
relates to a point-to-point VPN.
The company’s new warehouse,

which is about 3 miles from its main
location, will use Metro Ethernet.
To bring Metro Ethernet to the new
location, Atlantic Broadband will
extend its fiber network.
What differentiates Atlantic

EYEING SIP TRUNKING
Ethernet data services are only one part of DelGrosso’s
fiber migration strategy.
The company is looking at how it could migrate
from TDM-based Primary Rate Interfaces (PRI) to
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) trunking for its voice
service systems.
A PRI is a digital telecommunications connection
that allows for 23 concurrent transmissions of voice,
data or video traffic between a network and a user.
SIP trunking is a set of technical standards that
support VoIP calls by initiating and ending calls
between a VoIP line and a PSTN. This technology
requires internet bandwidth, ideally business fiber
internet, to support service quality.
What has driven this discussion for DelGrosso’s
senior director of information technology, Todd Walters,
is that he suffered an outage on the PRI. “In our phone
system realm, our PRI went down because of a weather
incident for a full day,” Walters says. “I had backup SIP
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trunks that I had not utilized a lot, but it was nice to
be able to switch over to SIP, and we had continuity
of business.”
Walters adds that when DelGrosso’s PRI contract
comes up next year, “we’re going to investigate
switching over to SIP. Our DG to Go service runs over a
SIP line, and it works very well.”
DelGrosso is not alone. A new Eastern Management
Group report, “Carrier Grade SIP Trunking,” revealed
that global businesses with expansive customer and
prospect bases, widespread offices, and work-fromhome employees can reap rewards using carrier-grade
SIP trunking.
Once a nascent service, public IP-based services are
a sound foundation for SIP trunking to carry voice and
video traffic. John Malone, CEO of Eastern Management
Group, said in a previous report that “Public IP services
are better suited for carrying latency-sensitive traffic
such as voice and video.”
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wireless network, which runs on the
existing cable plant. This capability is
on a separate network.
“It’s not an automated failover, but
after four years of no service issues, we
made the determination that we can
manually fail over to the cable network
with our firewall if we have to,” Walters
says. “We paid for this service for X
number of years, and we never used it.”
With the fiber network in place,
DelGrosso’s Park can sell day passes
and season passes online. Walters says it
“now conducts online training for our
seasonal workers, which saves us about
40 percent annually.”
CLOUD-BASED BACKUPS
The fiber network allows DelGrosso to
conduct network backups. Previously,
DelGrosso had to transport data offsite, but the fiber allows it to offload
traffic onto the cloud.
“As soon as the backups are done
internally, we offload everything to
Amazon S3 through the segregated
fiber,” Walters says.
DelGrosso’s ability to put data
in the cloud gives the company a
ready-made disaster recovery tool.
If its network is compromised by an
environmental disaster that causes a
fiber cut or other issue, the data will
be available.
“It is nice to have everything
off-site in the event of a true disaster
because it will allow us to spin up
services and work remotely,” Walters
says. “Also, having the ability to move
our backup nightly through the fiber
service is useful because more backups
are always good.”

DelGrosso Foods connects production facilities with fiber-based Ethernet.

Broadband from other providers
that DelGrosso works with is customer
service. “I have worked with a number
of companies over the years, but
we have always received excellent
service from Atlantic Broadband,”
Walters says.
Walters says Atlantic Broadband
often will address any issues within a
day of being notified, which is helpful
to DelGrosso’s two-person IT team.
“The support and service are there,
which is really important, especially
with a small staff for the number of
businesses we support,” Walters says.
ENSURING NETWORK
RELIABILITY
In addition to providing improved speed
and responsive customer service, Atlantic
Broadband has helped DelGrosso boost
its network backup capabilities.
Before it had fiber-based Ethernet
services installed, DelGrosso relied on
backup satellite services from Hughes

Networks for the cable modem services
it used at its amusement park.
This was because it had limited
options for backup. Typically,
DelGrosso’s Park ran about 50 credit
card stations at a time. When it used
only the cable modem service for its
POS and credit-card systems, the
network sometimes failed. “With the
cable service, we would have occasional
outages or issues,” Walters says. “While
the outages were not frequent, it was
enough that when 50 units went down,
it presented a problem.”
But reliability has not been an
issue for DelGrosso since it migrated
to a fiber-based network. “Since we
implemented fiber in 2016, we have had
no production downtime that impacted
our business,” Walters says. “We were
notified of an overnight outage one time,
but it wasn’t anything that impacted the
amusement park business.”
If there is an outage, DelGrosso can
shift its business users onto the guest

SUPPORTING REMOTE
WORK
Like other businesses, DelGrosso has
needed to enable more employees
to work remotely because of the
COVID-19 crisis.
In short order, DelGrosso went from
having two to three people working
remotely to 30. The company was able
to quickly enable remote workers. “We
were able to get all of our remote users
connected with SSL VPNs,” Walters
says. “We had continuity of business
while getting people who could work

The fiber network allows DelGrosso to store
backups in the cloud.
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from home out of the facility.”
The success of transitioning to
remote work temporarily has inspired
DelGrosso to consider how to make
remote work a permanent feature of

its business. “This is potentially
setting things up so that we may be
able to have more offerings in that
area,” Walters says. “All the remote
users have been operating successfully

with no issues.” v
Sean Buckley is the executive editor of
Broadband Communities. He can be
reached at sean@bbcmag.com.

CABLE OPERATORS ENHANCE ETHERNET,
FIBER-LIT BUSINESSES’ BUILDING REACH
10,000 or more on-net U.S. fiber-lit
commercial buildings.
The research firm defines a fiberlit building as a commercial site or
data center that has on-net optical
fiber connectivity to a network
provider’s infrastructure, plus active
service termination equipment onsite. Near-net means that a service
provider may have fiber passing
by or nearby a building that has
multiple businesses.
“The number of on-net fiber lit
commercial buildings exceeded 1
million in 2019 as network providers
concentrated on U.S. footprint
expansion. New fiber deployments
are providing dedicated access to
network services, connecting 5G
small cells, enabling low latency for
edge computing, and supporting
the massive bandwidth surge
for webscale companies,” said
Rosemary Cochran, a principal of
VSG, in a release.
Cochran cautioned, however,
“that while essential fiber
deployments will proceed, some
planned installations will be
adjusted due to unanticipated
capacity demands caused by the
coronavirus crisis.”
Overall, VSG revealed fiber
availability into commercial
buildings increased to 64.5 percent
for medium and large buildings.
VSG tracks two primary
segments for the U.S. fiber-lit
landscape based on building size:
Fiber 20+ (Medium/Large) and
Fiber <20 (Small). The Fiber 20+
segment, which includes buildings
with 20 or more employees, has

Cable operators continue to evolve
in the business market – they’ve
gone from providing basic cable
modem services and voice to small
businesses to being growing players
in the fiber-based Ethernet market.
According to research firm
Vertical Systems Group, the cable
MSO segment is the second-largest
of the three U.S. Ethernet provider
segments, accounting for more
than one-quarter of total U.S. port
installations by the end of 2019.
Atlantic Broadband is an
example of that trend. The
cable MSO expanded its southern
Florida network reach by
purchasing metro assets from
FiberLight in September 2018.
It added 350 route miles to its
existing southern Florida footprint,
more than doubling its existing
fiber footprint in the region while
expanding its capacity to serve data
center customers by 30 percent.
Likewise, Atlantic Broadband’s
acquisition of MetroCast’s
Connecticut network gave Atlantic
Broadband an additional 70,000
homes and businesses across
nine communities in eastern
Connecticut.
Atlantic Broadband now has
more than 7,000 route miles,
including more than 25,000 onnet and 7,500 near-net service
buildings.
These efforts propelled Atlantic
Broadband into 11th place in
Vertical Systems Group’s (VSG) 2019
U.S. Fiber Lit Buildings Leaderboard
for the first time. To qualify for a
listing, a fiber provider must have
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a 64.5 percent fiber-lit availability
rate. This compares to 12.1 percent
availability for the Fiber <20
segment, which includes buildings
with fewer than 20 employees.
Despite this availability gap, small
buildings propelled growth in
2019 with the Fiber <20 segment,
accounting for more than twothirds of new fiber-lit sites.

Atlantic Broadband advances its on-net
fiber reach.
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New Research on Broadband and
the Economy
Universal broadband can power the economy, help the United States weather its
current crises, and provide a key to recovery from today’s recession.
By Masha Zager / Broadband Communities

Lack of Broadband Impedes Job Productivity

B

roadband impacts employment, wages,
household income, population growth,
business revenues and many other
measures of economic growth and vitality.
One important outcome is job productivity
(gross domestic product per employee), a
determinant of long-term economic growth
and development. Broadband can affect
productivity in any of several ways: It enables
existing businesses to function more efficiently,
gives them opportunities to enter more
profitable markets, and ensures a digitally
literate workforce; in addition, it attracts highly
productive, knowledge-based businesses that
cannot operate in poorly served areas.
Which broadband levers should
policymakers push if they want to increase
job productivity in their localities? What’s
more important – faster broadband, universal
broadband, or more reliable broadband?
Roberto Gallardo, an economist at Purdue
University, and three colleagues examined 10
measures of broadband quality to discover
which had the most impact on job productivity.
Except for one measure, the analysis compared
2017 data across all U.S. counties. In general,
the researchers found that adoption measures
were more important than availability measures.
The 10 measures of broadband quality were
• Percent of homes without internet access
• Percent of population not using internet at
25 Mbps
48
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• Digital divide overall
• Digital divide for infrastructure and adoption
• Digital divide for socioeconomic
characteristics
• Digital distress indicator (yes/no)
• Percent of population with access to
advertised fixed broadband of 25 Mbps/
3 Mbps
• Percent of population with access to
advertised fixed broadband of 25 Mbps/
25 Mbps
• Percent of population with access to
advertised fixed broadband of 50 Mbps/
50 Mbps
• Percent of population with access to
advertised fixed broadband of 1 Gbps /
1 Gbps.
The researchers introduced these measures
into the model one at a time, rather than trying
to measure their impacts all at once. They also
controlled for a number of non-broadband
variables, including population size, distance
from the nearest metropolitan center, ethnic
diversity, education levels, unemployment rate,
industrial diversity and mining dependence.
RESULTS
Overall, four broadband-related variables
proved to have a statistically significant impact
on job productivity: the percent of population
not using internet at 25 Mbps, the digital divide
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index, the socioeconomic component of
the digital divide index, and the digital
distress index.
These are all measures of internet
use and adoption. The percent of
population not using internet at
25 Mbps was measured directly by
Microsoft in 2018 by examining
internet traffic. The socioeconomic
component of the digital divide
index measures the proportion of the
population in categories with low
broadband adoption rates (based on
age, education, poverty and disability).
The overall digital divide index takes
into account, in addition, how many
people have 100 Mbps/20 Mbps access,
how many have computing devices, and
how many have no internet access at
all, as well as local median advertised

to draw any conclusions about the
importance of gigabit speeds being
broadly available. (Large businesses that
need these speeds can now obtain such
connections in most places.)
The authors conclude that
“broadband access, advertised or actual
speeds, has a limited effect on labor
productivity at the county level. More
robust and holistic variables, such
as the digital divide index or digital
distress, suggest that broadband is
embedded in a more complex social and
economic context.”
They add that “digital exclusion,
which notably includes more than just
broadband availability, affects both
urban and rural productivity. Future
broadband policies should address
this issue.”

internet speeds. The digital distress
index is based on the percent of homes
without fixed broadband or computers.
The authors also considered which
factors were significant in nonmetropolitan areas in particular; these
results were slightly different. In nonmetro counties, the variables impacting
job productivity were the percentage
of homes without internet access (as
measured by the U.S. Census Bureau’s
American Community Survey),
the digital divide index, and both
components of the digital divide index.
The availability of symmetrical
gigabit service either was insignificant
or, in the non-metro sample, actually
had a negative impact. The authors
speculate that the FCC’s data on
gigabit speeds may be too unreliable

Digital Divide Keeps People From Following Stay-at-Home Orders
should worry about the likely lack
of success of self-isolation policies in
regions where there is low internet
penetration and in regions where people
have low incomes. The results show
that the uneven deployment of highspeed internet potentially exacerbates
the effects of income inequality in the
ability to self-isolate.
In a pandemic, therefore, the
lack of broadband access impacts
both individual and public health. In
addition, although the study does not
directly address this issue, it could
have economic impacts: If the lack of
residential broadband affects the ability
of businesses to operate in a safe manner,

In the pre-pandemic era, people living
in high-income areas were more likely
than people in low-income areas to
go out to shop, socialize or engage in
other activities. However, after the
stay-at-home orders of March 2020,
the pattern reversed: People in highincome areas self-isolated more. Two
researchers at the National Bureau
of Economic Research found that
this disparity was driven more by the
presence of better broadband in the
high-income areas than by actual
income differences, though both factors
played a role.
According to the researchers, these
results suggest that policymakers

it could affect the viability of those
businesses and the economic fortunes of
poorly served regions as a whole.
The data in the study was based on
location records from 20 million mobile
devices provided by a company named
Safegraph, combined with data on
income levels and internet use from the
Census Bureau’s American Community
Survey. Safegraph tracks the location of
devices whose owners have consented to
be tracked. The authors assume that if a
device stays at home all day, its owner is
probably at home with it.
Read the full report at www.nber.org/
papers/w26982.pdf.

Digital Divide Affects the Pandemic’s Economic Impact
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industrial centers would be most
severely affected.
In addition to the direct impact of
the pandemic, workers are affected by
the quality of internet access available
(and affordable) to them. Knowledgeindustry workers who cannot work
from home may not be able to stay
employed even if labor demand in
their industries is high. The authors
used one-year estimates from the 2018

forecasts to the number of workers in
each industry in 2019, by state and
metropolitan area.
Based on industry composition
alone, states and metro areas would
differ greatly in terms of the pandemic’s
economic impact. For example, regions
specializing in finance, insurance,
technology and professional services
would be least affected, while tourist
meccas, agricultural areas and

Another attempt to quantify
broadband’s importance in the
pandemic comes from the Federal
Reserve Bank of Atlanta, where four
researchers studied the ability of
employees to work from home. They
started with a 2006 study by the
Congressional Budget Office that
forecast the impact of a hypothetical
pandemic on labor demand in various
industries and then applied those
|
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Sources: Congressional Budget Office 2006. A Potential Influenza Pandemic: Possible Macroeconomic and Policy Issues; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Quarterly Census of Employment and
Wages, 2019 Q1 – Q3 data; and U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’ American Time Use Survey: 2018 Results

Figure 1

American Community Survey to
estimate households without internet
access in each state and metro area.
They find that “even in communities
that are very well positioned to prosper
in a remote working environment,
12 percent of households have no
internet access.” Some of these
households are constrained by

broadband availability and others by
affordability. In some metropolitan
areas, as many as 20 percent of
households have no internet access.
Figure 1 shows the differences
between the most and least vulnerable
states and metro areas in terms of the
percentage of employees who could work
from home, based on both industrial

composition and internet access.
The authors conclude, “Ensuring
that we have a system that provides
widespread broadband services and
lowers barriers to internet access is
critical for our economic recovery and
the mobility of our workforce.”
Read the full report at
https://tinyurl.com/yy87yrhj.

How Broadband Can Help the Economic Recovery
Public infrastructure programs are
a time-tested method for lifting
economies out of the doldrums, and it’s
fair to assume the federal government
will apply the same remedy to the
current recession. The CARES Act
already has supplied some funding for
infrastructure, and several states have
allocated discretionary CARES funding
toward broadband and other economic
development projects. More funding will
likely be available in 2021, no matter the
results of November’s election.

Adie Tomer and colleagues from
the Metropolitan Policy Program at the
Brookings Institution issued a report in
July calling for a massive infrastructure
project in response to the COVID-19
recession. They note, “The mix of
short-term employment and long-term
investment makes infrastructure an
attractive area for federal stimulus.”
Stimulus funds, they add, offer an
opportunity to launch workforce
development programs and innovative
capital programs, immediately
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benefit disadvantaged households and
address environmental injustices that
disproportionally impact the most
vulnerable communities.
In general, the authors’
recommendation is to design any
infrastructure stimulus based on
structural patterns, not temporary
deviations. For example, electricity usage
is below normal today, but policymakers
should plan funding for the electrical
grid based on the assumption that
normal usage patterns will resume after
|
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FOUR PROGRAMS
The authors call for four approaches to
infrastructure funding, each of which
has a broadband component.
Boost Program: Deliver direct
household aid to help people pay
for essential transportation, water,
energy and broadband services. Lowincome households would receive
a fluid, monthly budget to cover
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Dynamic) Program: Launch four
complementary capital spending
programs to modernize water
infrastructure, accelerate clean energy
adoption, expand broadband networks
and digital skills development, and
eliminate environmental injustices
in transportation and land use. The
broadband portion of ASCEND would
expand both broadband networks
and digital skills development. It
would address the broadband
marketplace’s core failures – namely,
that it has been unable to bring
networks to neighborhoods without
service, make service and devices
affordable for all, or provide skills
training for those in need. v

transportation, broadband, and basic
utilities as recipients see fit, using the
same mechanism now used to deliver
SNAP benefits. States could supplement
the benefits or negotiate discounted
broadband rates with private ISPs.
Keep America Moving Program:
Provide direct grants to keep public
infrastructure in good repair and keep
the current infrastructure workforce
employed. This would help maintain
publicly owned broadband networks
and avoid long-term higher costs to
repair degraded infrastructure.
InfraCorps Program: Launch
a multiyear program to develop a
diverse workforce in the skilled
trades. This apprenticeship-based
program would provide flexible
learning and career opportunities
in the skilled trades, especially for
underrepresented, disadvantaged and
disconnected workers.
ASCEND (Affordable,
Sustainable, Career Engaged,

the current disruptions.
The major exception to this rule
is telework, which is proving popular
with both workers and managers.
Because of this, the authors say, “It’s
vital that policymakers begin planning
for scenarios in which significant
chunks of the workforce stop
commuting, while other trips – such
as a doctor’s appointment – similarly
shift to remote alternatives.” In
other words, policymakers should
assume that the demand for universal
broadband will accelerate.

|
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Read the full report at
https://tinyurl.com/y5ewn5wy.
Masha Zager is the editor of Broadband
Communities. You can reach her at
masha@bbcmag.com.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The Economy Needs Broadband
Now More Than Ever
To boost the economy, broadband providers and the communities they serve must
unite in a vision for a connected future.
By Kara Mullaley / Corning

I

f you were to google “the economic impact
of broadband,” you’d find countless white
papers and case studies with facts and figures
citing benefits big cities and small towns around
the world have enjoyed. It might seem strange to
some yet completely obvious to others as to why.
It really is a matter of perspective. This year
certainly threw a curveball that posed a lot of
new challenges for everyone. Some suggest the
changes people are experiencing during the
pandemic make work-life balance impossible,
and others can’t imagine going back to 2019
norms – the “new normal” phrase elicits smirks
or smiles depending on perspective. With
working and learning from home now a reality
for many, the strain on existing broadband
networks and the demand for higher broadband
speeds have never been more prevalent.
There were economic development business
cases hinging on improving broadband before
people everywhere were driven to hunker down.
Small, rural towns looking to entice businesses
to build and grow must have something more
to offer than hefty tax incentives – access to
high-speed broadband is a necessity not only
for business enterprises themselves but also for
the future employees they draw. In these same
small communities, “brain drain” – the natural
attrition of younger constituents leaving to live
and work in urban centers – has been acutely
felt. Closing the digital divide is necessary
to halt the attrition and to allow smaller
communities to thrive.
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Initiatives to close the digital divide have
been supported with several government
subsidies over the past decade, both federal
and state. The USDA’s ReConnect Loan and
Grant Program and the upcoming FCC auction
for the Rural Digital Opportunities Fund,
in addition to some CARES Act funding,
create opportunities for unserved areas to join
the digital age. Canada is proposing similar
stimulus funds to support the unserved.
These initiatives across North America are
spurring an increase in investments from
nontraditional communications operators such
as municipalities, electric utilities and others.
In the new normal ushered in by COVID-19,
the need for ubiquitous, affordable broadband
and the availability of funding together make
a once-challenging business case for rural
broadband a no-brainer.
COMMUNITY AND PROVIDER
PERSPECTIVES
Operators and community leaders who looked at
the business cases and banked on future demand
now look like geniuses. Their foresight and
initiative drove early adoption of high-speed fiber
networks. Their investments are paying off as they
capture new subscribers daily, with the majority
now opting for higher tiers of service. What
drove those initial investments? A single specific
catalyst in any community can spark a futureready infrastructure deployment – university
recruitment, smart-grid utility management,
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advanced health care expansions, ways to combat local business
declines or some combination of the above.
Here are a few perspectives from local communities and
providers:
“One of our new city council members, AJ
Stevens, moved here specifically because of our unique
combination of an idyllic small town and world-class
connectivity. Now he’s leading the effort to fully leverage
the network to drive prosperity in Baldwin City.”
– Marilyn Pearse, Mayor, Baldwin City, Kansas
“In pioneering the integration of a communitywide
fiber optic network with advanced smart-grid
infrastructure, EPB created an incredibly successful
business model that yields tremendous economic and
social benefits for the people and businesses we serve.”
– Katie Espeseth, Vice President of
New Products, Electric Power Board of
Chattanooga, Tennessee (EPB)
“In addition to the revenue from sign-ups, this
network’s gigabit connection would attract new
businesses and their employees to Fairlawn, driving
economic development for the city.”
– Ernie Staten, Deputy Service Director,
Fairlawn, Ohio

strong vision for the future. As the pandemic continues and
spreads, it becomes ever more clear that viruses don’t recognize
state or municipal borders – and neither should broadband
networks. The need to remain connected is universal, and
affordable broadband connectivity must be, too. The networks
responsible for moving data, goods and ideas seamlessly from
point A to point B are vitally important, not just on a micro
level but also on a macro level.
The performance of all the state and local economies
stitched together is what truly reveals the prosperity of
a nation. Over the past several months, I’ve heard this
expression a number of times: “We’re all being forced to
weather the same storm, but we are not all in the same boat.”
It’s true. To successfully emerge from the current crisis and
prepare for what the future holds, the broadband industry
and the communities it serves must unite in a vision for a
connected future. If unserved and underserved areas of the
United States exist, the country will fall short – because a
network is only as good as its weakest link. v
Kara Mullaley is global FTTx marketing manager at
Corning Optical Communications. Connect with her on
Twitter @KaraMullaley or on LinkedIn at www.linkedin.com/
in/kara-mullaley.

“We believe that the internet will be richer for having
underserviced rural populations finally able to contribute
to the conversation that’s taking place online.”
– Greg Dynek, Co-founder and CEO, Bluestem Fiber
“We can’t tell the future, but we will be ready for it.”
– Paul H. Griswold, President and CEO, Ontario &
Trumansburg Telephone Companies (OTTC)
These examples just scratch the surface. Other communities
may have different catalysts driving them toward a broadband
future. Perhaps there were plans underway before the pandemic
began or even before new stimulus programs were announced.
The challenges of 2020 certainly have shone a light on the
disparity between the digital haves and have-nots. The reality
is that rural communications infrastructures were largely
unprepared to support the demands of so many individuals
working, learning and teaching remotely from home.
COMMUNITIES, BUSINESSES ADAPT
In the face of unprecedented challenges, people adapt. When
there is a great need, people rise to the challenge. Make no
mistake: People run businesses – and businesses also are rising to
the challenge. When the pandemic meant stay-at-home orders
went into effect overnight, countless operators offered free
or low-cost connections and immediately began augmenting
existing networks to support the uptick in broadband needs.
The future is hard to predict, but one thing is clear: Broadband
access has the ability to sustain, or even boost, economic and
social systems and is now table stakes for every community.
For network operators, local businesses and governments,
remaining competitive requires diligence in planning and a
AUGUST/ SEPT EM BER 2020
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The National Multifamily Housing Council’s OPTECH
Conference and Exposition is going virtual! Bringing together
the industry’s top apartment executives and technology
partners, this experience will provide a digital forum for
unparalleled education, unique networking and enhanced
supplier connections that will elevate the industry across all
areas of business operations and technology.

CONERENCE SPONSORS

November 16 – 19, 2020
nmhc.org/OPTECH

OPTECH PLANNING COMMITTEE
Co-Chairs
Daryl Smith, SVP & Chief Marketing Officer, KETTLER
Joanna Zabriskie, President, BH Management Services, LLC
Members
Gail Corder, National Ancillary Services Manager, Fairfield Properties
James Hamrick, Vice President, IT, Gables Residential
Jennifer Hill, Chief People Officer & General Counsel, Peak Campus
Amanda Johnson, VP, Marketing, AMLI Residential Properties
Jay Kenney, CIO, Lincoln Property Management
Scott Moore, CTO, Cortland

MAPPING

A Powerful Tool to Expand Internet
Connectivity
The I3 Connectivity Explorer allows users to assemble and analyze essential data
needed to assess their communities’ current situations, envision their goals, and
develop action plans.
By Robert A. Ballance, Ph.D. / The Center for Internet as Infrastructure, LLC

T

he I3 Connectivity Explorer (https://
i3connect.org) is a freely available
broadband assessment platform. Its
audience includes everyone who knows that her
or his broadband options are limited and wants
to improve the situation. In the United States,
most people would agree that their broadband
options are limited, unless perhaps they live
in a metropolitan neighborhood supporting
multiple high-speed network providers. Readers
of this magazine know the landscape well.
This project’s goal is to help users assemble and
analyze the essential data needed to assess their
community’s current situation, envision their
goals, and develop action plans.
School districts in several states already have
used the tool to develop remote learning plans
and their responses to COVID-19, city managers
have used the system to discuss the state of their
internet infrastructure compared with that of
nearby cities, and grant seekers have used the
system to gather basic data needed for funding
applications. The I3 Connectivity Explorer
has demonstrated its usefulness for educating
communities about broadband in multiple
USDA rural workshops. With the addition of
digital distress indicators (for school districts
and counties) to the I3 Connectivity Explorer,
the platform has become a powerful tool for
rapid assessment of areas most affected by poor
connectivity that can therefore be recognized as
56
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candidates for long-term investment. ISPs can
use the tool as part of their planning toolkits.
Internet connectivity in the United States
is presently undergoing the transition from
depending on disparate, privately held and
operated ventures to becoming fundamental
infrastructure: a public good. This transition is
following the historical paths other aspects of
the country’s infrastructure, such as water, gas
and the electrical grid, have taken. All started
as novel inventions and evolved to be so
essential to modern living and the market
economy that they became “infrastructure.”
The COVID-19 pandemic is showing just how
essential the internet is to all sectors: health
care, education, free markets, remote work and
even government services.
The transition from an amenity into
infrastructure is never quick nor easily
accomplished. For example, it took community
intervention – organized through government
agencies and deployed via public-private
partnerships – to complete rural electrification.
Infrastructure reaches beyond physical (or in
some cases legal) structures into businesses,
homes and lives. All infrastructure consists of
multiple layers. At its heart is a core, such as
electrical lines, or, in the case of broadband,
networking protocols, towers, cables, fiber
and routers and the ISPs that run them. Yet
infrastructure reaches outward to include
universal access, devices, skills and the intention
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Figure 2: The I3 compass rose

Figure 1: Infrastructure

required to make the core useful. Finally, infrastructure
requires active community support to keep it in place and
working reliably over the long term in order to build markets,
economies and lives around it. Confidence and trust, both
in one’s own abilities and in the community to maintain the
infrastructure, are essential components. Where would FedEx
or UPS be without transport infrastructure, including roads,
airports and air-traffic control?
TOOL PROVIDES ESSENTIAL DATA
This perspective drives the I3 Connectivity Explorer. The
compass rose illustrated in Figure 2 represents the conceptual
design of this mapping tool. Place – the place you’re most
interested in – is at the center. Over time, the datasets
have grown from the broadband-planning quadrants of
provider data and speed tests to include demographics
and adoption and use data, which touch on digital equity.
Other dimensions, such as economic development data and
community anchor institutions, add depth to understanding.
A number of the key datasets are shown in Figure 2. The
tool presents the data in easy-to-interpret maps, charts and
tables at a variety of resolutions. Overall, the I3 Connectivity
Explorer platform draws from more than 20 data sources.
The focus on community, and a secondary focus on goal
setting, influenced the design of user interactions. The I3
Connectivity Explorer views broadband connectivity data
broadly through the lens of the places where people live: towns,
counties and county subdivisions, tribal regions, school districts
and congressional districts. The areas supported lie in the midrange between national and address level.
The application platform combines data from U.S.
government agencies – the FCC, Census Bureau, EPA,
AUGUST/ SEPT EM BER 2020
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USDA, National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES),
and Institute for Museum and Library Services (IMLS) – and
other public sources, such as the Measurement Lab (M-Lab)
and ProPublica Congress API. One strategic goal of this
project is to demonstrate how to leverage open data and opensource components to build open source tools that are both
cheaply available and useful to community builders at scale.
The I3 Connectivity Explorer localizes national data to
locations of interest. Figure 3 illustrates the geographic areas
currently supported. The platform focuses on planning and
organizational units, such as census-defined places, tribal areas,
school districts, counties and legislative districts. What’s not
supported? Right now, the tool does not handle data at the
lowest levels (street addresses) or the highest (national levels).
HOW TO USE THE TOOL
To use the I3 Connectivity Explorer, start by selecting one
or more places as a starting point. From there, zoom out to
surrounding counties or states. An increasing number of
statewide views are available as well. For example, it’s possible

Figure 3: Geographies served
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MAPPING
secondary, historically Black colleges,
and tribal colleges) or tracts eligible
for investment under the Community
Reinvestment Act or the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban
Development’s Opportunity Zones.
In a detailed view, such as the
internet subscription details view
shown in Figure 5, users can drill
deeply into datasets and overlay
additional related data. The view shown
is highly detailed; it shows the presence
or absence of internet devices in the
home, according to the U.S. Census
American Community Survey. In the
figure, the breakdown is by age, and
the map shows seniors (age 65 or older)
who do not have either a computer or
an internet connection. Note that
the user has jumped from King
County, Washington, to a public
school district in Michigan simply by
swapping notebooks.
Throughout the platform, users will
find ways to learn more about the data,
where it comes from, what it means,
and how it’s processed. All data from
any source comes with a frame that
determines the questions that users
can meaningfully ask of the data. For

Figure 4: King County, Washington, homepage

to see (and download) the statewide
digital distress indicators for school
districts in a state. A digital distress
indicator is a comparative measure of
the level of digital readiness of various
regions, such as school districts or
counties. A good introduction to the
topic is found in “Digital Distress:
What Is It and Who Does It Affect?”
(https://tinyurl.com/y4m7v6ah). The
I3 Connectivity Explorer adapted this
measure to rank school districts and
counties within a state.
The I3 Connectivity Explorer
also encourages users to set their own
planning goals and use the data to
measure the current state relative to
those goals. Notebooks contain one
or more locations that users want to
investigate. Planning goals, such as the
target upload and download speeds, are
part of each notebook’s setting. As an
example of how user-specified goals are
used, the latest M-Lab view displays
the fraction of speed tests (originating
from the location of interest) that meet
or exceed users’ stated goals, as well as
the FCC’s relatively low bar of 25 Mbps
down and 3 Mbps up. The “WellServed Blocks Views” (for a location
or a state) show the fractions of census
blocks that are “well served” based
on users’ specified target speeds and
targeted number of providers.
Figure 4 shows the homepage for a
notebook that includes King County,

Washington. From that page, various
drop-down menus allow users to delve
deeper into areas such as demographics,
census estimates of internet usage,
wireless and wireline provider data,
and M-Lab speed test data. The layer
control on each map allows users to
add more data, such as the locations of
libraries, schools (public, private, post-
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example, the FCC’s 477 provider data
can reveal which providers are active
in a region (or nearby), and which
technologies they offer, but can’t reveal
anything about actual adoption.
As a stand-alone application, the
I3 Connectivity Explorer provides
background data about internet
connectivity together with solid
information about how to interpret
that data. Used to support broadband
action teams (see “Going to BAT in
rural Washington,” https://magazine.
wsu.edu/2020/04/26/going-to-bat-inrural-washington) or with assessment
tools that guide groups through a
broadband self-assessment, such as
the Access and Connectivity Toolkit
(https://actbroadband.online), the
I3 Connectivity Explorer helps
people and communities ask better
questions sooner.
A companion forum, the I3
Telegraph (http://community.internetis-infrastructure.org) helps fulfill the
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is now actively seeking partners to help
keep the system running and freely
available to the community users who
need it most. If you would like to help
or know of an agency or a nonprofit
organization that would like to be
involved, please contact the Center
for Internet as Infrastructure, LLC at
info@internet-is-infrastructure.org.
Create an account at https://
i3connect.org or join the forum
at https://community.internet-isinfrastructure.org. At a time when
federal and state standards are evolving
and future demands are growing,
the I3 Connectivity Explorer helps
people understand their present
connectivity situations. v

educational purpose of the project by
providing a site where users can request
help, ask questions, contribute lessons
learned and guide the development
process. Using the system is free
and is supported by a small group of
committed “angels.” A login account
is required to minimize use of cookies
and maximize user support. Right
now, almost 900 registered users have
investigated locations in all 50 states, the
District of Columbia and Puerto Rico.
GET INVOLVED
The I3 project was initiated in
2017 by the Center for Internet
as Infrastructure, LLC after the
principal became immersed in internet
connectivity issues and open data while
serving as a White House Presidential
Innovation Fellow. At that time,
there were few effective maps, and
bringing all the relevant data into focus
was hard. The system has matured
substantially since then, and the center
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Dr. Robert Ballance is the founder of
the Center for Internet as Infrastructure,
LLC, which helps accelerate the transition
of internet connectivity from a desirable
innovation to essential infrastructure.
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TELEHEALTH

Broadband and Telehealth:
Doing Well Financially by
Doing Good for the Community
With demand for remote health care and mental health services on the rise, pursuing
telehealth is a smart marketing strategy for broadband service providers.
By Craig Settles / CJ Speaks

A

community broadband network can be just pipes that
traffic data. Alternatively, it can support telehealth
services to transform local health care. There’s a lot of
money for networks and communities in the transformation
of health care.
Broadband is dismal in many places. Some communities
treat broadband only as a problem to solve – and, in doing so,
they likely shortchange the technology’s value. Once a network
buildout is done, innovative uses for the network become
someone else’s problem. But if broadband providers and the
communities they serve work together to build something that
hasn’t been done before – I call this “creation orientation” –
networks make money in the short and long term, communities
are healthier and happier, and local economies improve.
Partnerships are at the heart of creation orientation.
They are key to driving health care transformations through
telehealth. For example, recently the Enterprise Center in
Chattanooga, Tennessee, partnered with the city-owned
gigabit network (EPB), a rural ISP, and telehealth provider
Alleo Healthcare & Hospice, to apply for an FCC telehealth
grant. The goal was to expand palliative care and grief services
to a three-state rural service area.
“I believe that in telehealth and broadband, this idea that
if you build it, people automatically will come is not the right
approach,” says Geoff Millener, senior program and operations
officer at the Enterprise Center. “Make sure you keep your
focus on that end user and that access and infrastructure is
meaningful. It’s not just about community health outcomes; it’s
about being able to provision the right broadband services and
to get paid for it.”
A MARKET WAITING TO BE TAPPED
The great thing about marketing is that it works. Telehealth is
a market and a marketing (sales) opportunity for a network.
Congress and federal agencies are ready to spend billions of
dollars on telehealth. Broadband providers are part of the
telehealth market – no broadband, no telehealth.
“You can impress the committees evaluating grant
applications by offering turnkey health care service delivery
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capabilities as opposed to ‘just plumbing’ for broadband,” says
Mark Noble, senior vice president of business development for
telehealth vendor ViTel Net.
For government loan providers, such as the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, “impress them with the
significant impact telehealth delivers to the network itself,”
says Noble. “The municipalities and co-ops can offer highervalue, over-the-top services to care providers and patients,
thus expanding their ARPU [average revenue per user], and
make their bids for grant dollars more attractive.”
Even if the government billions don’t impress broadband
providers much, they shouldn’t leave money on the table.
Everybody gets sick or has to take care of others who get sick.
Providers can proactively engage residents with telehealth.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), six of 10 people in the United States have one chronic
disease, and four of 10 people have two. That’s a significant
target market for providers’ partnerships with telehealth and
local health care providers.
Analysis by the Kaiser Family Foundation shows that 28
percent of U.S. men and 17 percent of women don’t have a
personal doctor or health care provider. For minorities, the
percentages are much higher: 33 percent for Hispanic women
and 31 percent for African American men. One-third of people
in the United States have high blood pressure (hypertension),
according to the CDC. That figure spikes to 43 percent for
African Americans. In partnership with city or county health
departments, these are the markets providers should explore.
Mental health also is a significant problem. A 2019 report
for the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
revealed that 20 percent of Americans deal with serious mental
health issues. A sizable number of patients prefer to meet their
therapists online rather than in the therapists’ offices. This
presents another opportunity for telehealth expansion.
ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF TELEHEALTH
Last year, the International Economic Development
Council, a worldwide association of economic development
professionals, asked its members about the potential
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health illnesses, but we have less than
half of the psychiatric providers needed
to meet that demand,” says Encounter
Telehealth CEO Jennifer Amis.
According to a Scientific American
blog, depression in the United States
costs society $210 billion annually. For
every dollar spent treating depression,
$4.70 is spent treating related illnesses
and $1.90 is spent for lost work
productivity and suicide.
In addition to providing mental
health and other medical services
to more people, telehealth could
enable seniors to stay in their homes
longer or possibly to move to nearby
senior facilities. This will keep
communities’ senior ecosystems active
because seniors still can maintain social
and economic roles.

impact on local economies of six
telehealth outcomes: drawing medical
professionals to a community, slowing
or reversing hospital closings, reducing
unnecessary ER visits, attracting
medical research grants, keeping
more mental health services local, and
keeping seniors living at home longer.
Fifty to 62 percent of members
thought these activities could directly
impact local economies or that they
should be tested for their economic
value. For example, 26 percent of
members thought using telehealth to
attract doctors and medical specialists
would have a definite impact on local
economies. Thirty-six percent weren’t
sure how significant this would be,
but thought they should test the
hypothesis. There are not enough
specialists in certain health care
professions, particularly in low-income,
rural and urban areas.
Research from UnitedHealth Group
found that in 2018, of the 27 million
emergency department visits patients
with private insurance made annually,
two-thirds were “avoidable” and “not
an actual emergency.” The average cost
of such visits for common conditions
that could have been remedied through
primary care topped $2,000. In
addition, hospitals have to consider
the poor and uninsured people who
regularly show up at ERs.
Across the United States, the
closure or consolidation of hospitals
is creating a health care and jobs
crisis. Often, hospitals are the largest
employers in rural towns and counties.
In addition, the quality of health care
has a direct impact on quality of life for
residents. When broadband providers
and communities work together to
implement telehealth options, it allows
people to reimagine what visiting a
doctor’s office or a hospital ward means.
The internet teems with information
about medical research grants and
city and county requests for proposals
(RFPs) for broadband needs assessments.
As communities carry out these RFPs,
they should consider positioning their
networks to compete for medical grants.
Grants for millions of dollars could have
a notable impact on local businesses and
drive job creation.
“Sixty-five million people in the
United States have diagnosable mental
AUGUST/ SEPT EM BER 2020

Wi-Fi router that enables it to become a
super-powerful router that’s sped up by
the network’s LTE connection.
With this solution, urban and rural
wireless internet service providers spend
less time climbing towers. “[We say]
here’s a little piece of white plastic;
go plug it in,” says Faust. “It allows
us to deploy networks much faster.”
The faster communities can deploy
wireless infrastructure, the sooner
they can capitalize on telehealth. This
is particularly important for people
at high risk for COVID-19, such as
those suffering from chronic illness and
seniors aging in place.
Brad Hine, product director of
GIS and analytics solutions for ETI
Software Solutions, says adding a
network tool, such as ETI’s Beamfly,
allows one person to monitor and track
dozens or hundreds of outdoor routers.
“It also predicts some network glitches
before they happen,” Hine says.
In Vallejo, California, which built
its own fiber network, the company
GIS Planning offers mapping services
to facilitate better telehealth. “For
telehealth purposes, I can map out
where physicians’ offices are and add
map layers, such as fiber access, that
the offices can tap into,” says Alissa
Sklar, vice president of marketing at
GIS Planning.
Sklar believes in the power of GIS.
“Demographic data to place in a map
can indicate populations with chronic
illnesses or locations of environmental
triggers for certain diseases, and we can
layer the maps with constituents who
have other health and broadband needs,”
she says. She adds that GIS tools can
“help build out the hybrid infrastructure
as well as manage both indoor and
outdoor wireless routers.”
As a member of the broadband
industry, what’s your telehealth strategy
for doing well financially by doing good
for your community? v

TELEHEALTH, BROADBAND
AND COVID-19
Telehealth is not just a video chat with
a doctor. Under the covers, telehealth
solutions are complex. Remember,
no broadband, no telehealth. Fiber
is the gold standard of broadband
infrastructure, but fixed wireless is
quick, secure, powerful infrastructure
needed for telehealth in urban or rural
areas that don’t yet have permanent fiber.
When the pandemic hit, the only
thing harder to find than toilet paper
was wireless routers. Home broadband
groaned under the strain of permanent
telecommuting and full-time K–12
home schooling. Telehealth was newly
“discovered” as people avoided doctors’
offices like the plague. Adding to the
distress was the public acknowledgment
that millions of people have no
broadband access at all.
The broadband industry stepped up
with innovative solutions to enable the
delivery of telehealth services.
“I can quickly deploy a long-term
evolution (LTE) solution for emergency
wireless access across neighborhoods
using ruggedized setups based on
our existing network technology and
frequency access,” says Casper Faust,
field operations manager at Paladin
Wireless in Georgia. “It’s similar to
how your smartphone can provide a
personal, secure hot spot.” But instead
of getting a small hot spot, a person
plugs a device straight into a home
|
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Telehealth saved Craig Settles from
a stroke, and he pays it forward by
uniting community broadband teams
and health care stakeholders through
telehealth initiatives. He’s a community
broadband analyst and consultant
assisting communities with broadband
and telehealth planning.
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Home Sweet Digital Home
Evolve your network, transform their world.
Behind the scenes of every connected experience are next-gen networks enabling today’s digital lifestyles.
At Corning, we help network operators stay ahead of the demand for high-bandwidth capabilities so they
can deliver emerging services and applications for the next generation of consumers. Whether you are
transforming networks on a global scale or are just bringing broadband to life for the first time, connect
with Corning for valuable insights, architecture support, technical services, and a fiber-to-the-home
product portfolio that has already expanded reliable access to more than 45 million homes globally.
We are passionate about delivering fiber to the people and businesses who rely on a network to connect
to a better way of life. Get started with a free FTTH preliminary feasibility study at:

www.corning.com/community-broadband.
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Radically
Simplified

Removing Red Tape Roadblocks
Radically simplifying fiber deployments, the StreetSmart Aerial FDH
allows designers and engineers to:
• Virtually eliminate all easement and right of way costs
• Quickly deploy an FDH in hours instead of weeks
• Place craft-friendly connectivity nearly anywhere in an aerial
fiber network
The most rapid and cost-effective way to provide network connectivity
by leveraging the time and money already spent on existing
broadband assets. Radically simple…but super smart.

Learn how you can simplify YOUR deployments at
www.SeeClearfield.com/sfu or call 800-422-2537

Solutions for
Every Fiber Deployment

